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The effect of the area ~4d type of surface of ten silica 
thickeners and aluminum oxj.de en grease per1;1eability, on 
.w 
the sorption of P.lu{ by the grease, and on subsequent extrac-
tion were studied. 
1.-"'ox· grease containing 6 % per cent of thickener, permca-
_, 2 ·-II 
bility coefficients varied from 20.1 x 10 em to 168 x 10 
cm
2
• For each silica type they decreased with increase in 
surface area of the thickener. The level of W1e permeability 
coefficient is genera.lly related to the worked penctl"ation. 
In sorption measu.rements using per:·:1ea ting oils of varying 
PAN concentration, the .?.mount of PAN assoeiated with the 
thicl-coner surface j11cx·eased 1vi th P1Ul con c0.:1. tr<::ttion. Pilli 
concentration after equilibrium was reached was independent 
of the thicl:'.ness of the grease cake. For each type of the 
silica thickener studied, the equilibrium P/l....t'l concentrt3.tion 
j...ncJ:•eased with thickener surface area. 
Ext rae tion experiments were performed with oil con ta:)_ning 
!10 addi i;i ve on the same grease samples on which sorption 
expcn·iments were run. 'I'he final PAN concentrat.io.ns were 
small. The differences among the final equilibx~j_um COli.Cen-
trations of add1tive in the grea.ses were a function of the. 




Ini tj.al rate constants for the additive exchange were 
the same for both sorption a.Yid extraction suGgesting that 
the rate limiting step for replacement of the oil in the 
grease or for additive trano3fer betv:een permeating oil and 




A lubricating grease can be defined as n a solid or semi-
flu:i.d lubricant c_onsisting of a thickening agent in a liquid 
lubricvnt. Other ingredients imparting special properties 
may be included 11 (1). 
Ma11y mechanical devices are constructed in such a :manner 
that they can not be conveniently or efficiently lubricated 
by a liquid oil, but require a semisolid lubricating grease. 
The usefuJ..ness of lubrj_cating greases in lubrication depends-
la.rgely on the fact that the force per unit area necessary 
to produce contjnuous flow is not proportional to the rate 
of shear. This is l>.nown as non-Newtonta."r! behavior (2). 
Since apparent viscosity is high at low shear rates, leakage 
from bearing is low compared with oils. In some applica-
tions, pn.rt of the grease ac.ts as a seal to prevent leakage. 
Greases are gAnerally very co1aplex owing to the fact_ 
that they are formed from thickener particles which ara 
rarely pure chemical materials and usually mixtures of many 
chemical entities. These thickeners arc.then combined with 
oils contain:ing many different types of molecules. Conse-
quently, there are many interacting systems which make 
difficult any clear understanding of the fundamental nature 
of the thickener systems. 
In recent years, the need for specialized lubricants has 
increased because of tlie use of higher precision, heavily 
2 
loe;"'ded and :m.ore specialized machinery. At the same time, 
the lubricating grease industry has made notable progress 
in transforming grease me.king from an art to a science. 
Sodium, barium, lithium and calcium complex soap thickeners 
have been used in recent years along w:t th synthetic. fluids 
such as polyglycols, phosphate esters, dibasic esters, sili-
cone and polyphenyl esters etc (3). 
Nevertheless, there j_s still a great deal of uncertainty 
about the fundamental properties and the mechanical behavior 
of lubricating greases. Very little exact information is 
available on the relations bebveen composition and structure 
of greases. 
Several years ago Sisl~o and Br.unstru:m suggested the use 
of permeability measurements as a means of deducing infor-
matj_on about the structure of a lubricating grease. Tu (4) 
and Lin (5) have made permeabj_lity measurements to investi-
gate the effect of mineral oil type and viscosity on thick-
- ener structure. Part of this study is an extension of their 
work. The effect of the area and type of surface of various 
silicas on grease permeability was examined holding mineral 
oil end manufacturing procedures constant. 
Additives are substances added to lubricating greases to 
obtain or enhance properties desired in the final product. 
Some additives have been known and used for many years, but 
the mechanisms of additive action are not understood. Addi-
tives of low concentration are widely used in lubricating 
greases for oxidation inhibition, rust protection, load carry-
:Lng enhancement, etc. Some additives "vith concentrations as 
low as 0.1 % affect the mechanical stability and presumably 
the structure of a grease while others with much higher con-
centrations have little effect. 
If we were able to understand more fully the mechanism of 
additive action in lubricating greases and the effect of 
additive concentration on the improvement of particular 
l)roperties, then we would be in a better position to control 
the formation of desirable greases during manufacture and 
to improve the particular properties of the special greases. 
As a first step in studying additive effects, Zakin, Tu 
and Lin (6) have made exploratory studies of the sorption 
and extraction of additives (PAN) on a lithj_um hydroxy-
stearate grease and on a modified clay thickener grease. 
Another part of this investigation was to study the sorption 
and extraction results on a series of greases containing 
different kinds of silica thickeners. 
4. 
II. LITERATURE REVI~V 
A. Grease Permeability 
Permeability is the measurement of the ease with whic.h 
a fluid of a given viscosity flows through a solid mass. 
Therefore, permeability measurements provide some infor-
mation on the nature of the grease structure, and on the 
"tightnesstt with which the thickener holds the oil. 
Greases generally bleed oil slowly in storage, in pump-
ing, and in service. In many applications the 1)earing 
operates at a relatively lov.r temperature, and a grease 
v;hich will supply an adequate amount of oil under these 
conditions will naturally bleed in storage. 1The amount 
of oil that is lost under normal conditions is trivial in 
relation to the quantj_ty still contained in the grease, 
nnd the qualities of the grease as a lubricant will be 
unaffected. The tendency to separate oil is determined 
by a number of factors such as the nature of thickener 
and the oil,_ the composition of the thickener, time, pre-
ssure and the nature of the service. Several authors (7, 
8, 9) predicted that the most important factor affec.ting 
the oil separation was the nature of the grease structure. 
Bal-:·9r ( 10) claimed that a good grease should possess the 
property of low initial rate of oil separation, but should 
have the property of being able to give up a high prOl)Or-
tion of its oil for long ball bearing life. 
5 
In 1960 Sj_sko ru1d Brunstrum (11) suggested that_ a lubri-
eating grease could be consj_dered as a permeable mass and 
that flow of fluid through the lubricating grease would 
obey Darcy's law. Darcy's law (12) of permeability states 
that the rate of flow is directly proportional to the pres-
S:lre gradient causing flOW 
U 
- B ~- B .&P -·~--------·~----- (1) 
-- ' ox - I L 
} ~ D • th d • t • tl t t 1 w1ere -~2s e pressure gra len , AP 1s 1e o a pressure i3X 
drop across a sample of length L, and B,l"s a permeability 
coefficient. Because permeability is determined by the 
size, shape, concentration and dispersion of particles in 
tho thickener networl~, they suggested the use of permeabi-
lity measurements to study the structure of the network, 
oil separation from grease, and uniformity of particle 
dispersion througnout the grease. 
For this purpose they designed an apparatus which is 
shown in Figure 1. Permeabi1itles are determined by allowing 
the oil to flow through the grease under its own head. The 
change in oil height is measured as a function of time. 
Assuming the density of the oil to be constant, the velocity 
of flow, according to the law of continuity, is 
u = -
R~ dh . ~~~~-~-~~---------- (2) R,_ dt 
I 
where R1 = radius of the sample 
R2 :: radius of the_p:tl}ette connected with the adaptor 
S\ r \ I I ( ~~ I 
I \ I 
' I 
Standard 'I'aper Joint 
I 
l 
V/l 7(1//i Clamp<~ I I OIL 
.. ~::;,~ 
..,. ,S1'lf/ /, j
! ~) /'-:>. i~'~ I///) 
;, "/' .. ,_ ..... 
r'' (~·. . ~ ~ l.,.., ... -1' 'j-.~:·~~..s ... ....:.:~ '"" Rubber Gaskets :"'~"' ,.,.... . · .. n.- . ;4/:1· , <''" , 
l :\ ; ':d/ . ( . / ""' \ )./ - N>~ t, '• r ~r--- ,.......-;:..ti '\, 
. ''·" ,. """' ' \'::..... 
' '-'' '· \.. . PT<' 1<' I " ' 
Retaining Ring -"f!~~ a~~~ G~·-~AS~~ 1S~71~~~~ . Sc:'eens 
~1\ L ~~~ 
\/screens and Millipore F~ters 
:Fig'~re l. Permeability Apparatus Diagram 0'\ 
7.· 
and h == height at time tr 
For the measurement of grease permeability, the flow 
direction is vertical, the bed is horizontal ond lc:tminar 
flow prevails. This condition implies (1) that resistance 
to flow is entirely due to viscous drag and (2) that the 
fluid is inert to the porous med:tum, i,e, chemical, adsorp-
tive, electrical, electrochemical and capillary effects 
are absent. W£'3 ca ... 'tl then add that the rate of flow is in-
versely proportional to viscosity and introduce another 
specific permeability coefficient, B", for viscous flow. 
U ::: Vs = (3) 
where 
Vs = effluent rate per tu1it cross-sectional area, em per sec. 
P -~ IH'Ossure drop across the sample, dynes per cm:J.. 
IJ = thicl;::ness of the sample, em 
'( = .. riscosity of the oil, poj_se 
2 Bo= specific permeability coefficient, em 
The pressure drop across the sample is fgh, where 
r == density of the oil, in gm per cc 
~ g = acceleration of gravity, in em per sec • 
h·= height of the oil level, in em 
Substituting these values of u and 0 P into Equation (2) 
gives the working equation for calculating the permeability 
coefficient: 
). 
_Rllo __£!!_ __ B .. f gh • ------------- (4) 
Rl. dt ~ r. 
I 
8 
v,heTe ~is the kinematic viscosity, y. 
'J.1h:Ls Etquation can .be written as: 
B __ 0,)!~- d ln h = -
g R2.· I dt, 
= - K d ln h --·~·....-. (5) 
dt· 
.l. 
v;here K - y L .31._ 
g R~ 
whlch is constai'1 t_ for a particular oj_l 
and apparatus at constant temperature. 
F:com Equation (5), plots of ln h vs. t are lj_near with 
negatj_ve slopes from v1hich the permeability coefficient can 
be calculated. 
Sisko and Brunstrum (11) observed that for a series of 
gr·eases, oil separation using the AST11 test method and the 
ratio of l)ermeabili ty to viscosity were in the same order, 
but the relationGhip was not linear. They also noted that 
as the percent of work.ed rheopectic grease in a grease mix-
-
ture increased, the pcrmea'Qility coefficient of the mixture 
decreased, indicating the effect of structure on permeability. 
Ev;bank and co-workers (13) demonstrated the validity of 
Darcy's equation for describing the permeability of lubri-
cating greases. They also found that the permeability de-
creased with increase in the concentration of the thickener, 
the mathematical form of the relationship being logarithmic. 
B =A -kc a. ---------- (6) 
where A = constant. 
K = constru1t, characterizing the nature of the 
thickener 
C = weight per cent thickener in grease 
9 
Zakin and Til (14) used g_reases thj.ckened with lithium-
calcium soaps and with Baragel to study the effect of 
viscosity and type of oil component on th0 permeability 
coefficient. They found that the permeability coefficients 
for greases made with these thickeners are dependent on 
the type and vi0cosi ty of the lubricating fluj.d from which 
the greaGe is made. Lithium-calcium and Baragel greases 
made with paraffinic oils had equal or higher permeability 
aoefficients than greases made with naphthenic oils of 
the same viscosity at the testing temperature. With naph-
thenia oils, permeability increased with increase in 
viscosity in both the lithium-calcimn and the Baragel 
greases. With paraffinic oils, the permeability coefficient 
was much less sensitive to oil ~scosity for both thickeners. 
Lin (5) studied the effect of variations in the viscos-
ity and type of the mineral oll component on the permea-
bility coefficient in greases thickened with Cah..O-Sil H-5 
and Cab-0-Sj_l H-5. The permeability results showed no 
significant differences between the two thickeners, although 
H-.5 has a surface area 62.5 per cent greater than H;..5 and· 
presumedly a smaller ultimate particle size. For both 
thickeners, the permeability of greases made with paraffinic 
oils gave higher values than those made with naphthe~ic 
10 
0 
oils of the same viscosity at 77 F. The effect of the 
viscosity of the oil component used in manufacture on the 
permeability coefficients was not large. 
B. Nature of Adsorption and Surface Properties of Thickener 
Surface tension may be defined as a free energy. The 
component having the lowest surface tension will be enriched 
in the surface layer as a result of the tendency of a system 
to have the minimum surface free energy. This enrichment 
of a component in the surface layer is called adsorption, and 
it occurs at all interfaces (15). 
Molecules inside any solid are subjected to equal forces 
in all directions whereas those in the surface are subjected 
to unbalanced forces. If other molecules become attached 
to the surface, they can balance the resulting-inward forces. 
The attractive forces are the same as those responsible for 
surface tension and condensation in liquids. They are re-
latively weak and are called Van der Waals' forces. The 
adsorption is regarded as "physical" and the adsorbed 
molecules are easily released from the surface when Van der 
Waals' forces are involved. 
Presently, ·there is no known direct method to measure 
the surface tension of a solid. However, due to the fact 
that the total surface energy is equal to the product of 
the surface energy per unit area and the total surface area, 
high surface area is a major consideration in adsorption 
experiments. 
c. Additives in Greases 
There are many definitions of additives in grease. 
Webber (17) defined additives as "substances which impart 
or enhance the desirable properties of a lubricant and 
eliminate or ~inimize the deleterious ones 11 • Thus, the 
function of the additive is to improve the properties of 
11 
the lubricating grease hopefully without changing its struc-
ture to any extent. According to their functions, Boner (1) 
has classified the grease additives into ten categories, 
such as oxidation inhibitors, corrosion and rust inhibi-
tors, etc. 
Froill the experiments of Tu (4) and Lin (5) on extrac-
tion and adsorption of phenyl~-naphthylamine (PAN), it 
was shown that the amount of additive sorbed by a modified 
clay-thickened (Baragel) grease at equilibrium was greater 
than that sorbed by lithium grease, although the initial 
rates of sorption were about the same. The amount of addi-
tive associated with the thickener appears to increase 
with increasing additive concentration from less than 
0.002 gm per gm thickener in equilibrium with the 0.5 per 
cent PAN solution to 0.03 gm per gm of thickener in equi-
librium with the 3 per cent PAN solution. The Baragel 
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grea::>e sorbed considerably ffi.ore PAN, ro11g:i.ng from 0.07 grn 
per gn1 of thickener at a PAN concentration :i.n the equili-
brium oil of 0.5 per cent to 0.16 gm per gm of thickener 
at a P.~ concentration of 3 per cent. Lin (5) extracted 
PAN from the two gr~ases vwith additive free oil. This 
resulted in almost comulete re1noval of PAN from the lithium 
... . 
grease, but about 0.2 per cent PAN was retained in the 
.Baragel grease. Lin (5) also ran exploratory sorption and 
extraction experiments with silica grease but got anomalous 
results. 
D. Infrared Analysis 
Both Tu ( l!.) and Lin ( 5) used j_nfrared analysis to o bto.in 
the PAN concentration in the exit oil samples. 
Infrared absorption spectra are characteristics of the 
functional groups in the ::-1ample and can be used to establj.sh 
the presence or absence of certain groups. Nost useful 
additives contain active functional groups. These groups 
can be used to identi~~ qualitatively and quantitatively 
the specific chemical groups in a compound from their 
Sl)ect.ra. With unlmovm materials, an infrared curve may 
:L11.dicate the functional groups that are present. 
By the application of a combination of two fundamental 
lav1s we can relate the magnitude of the infrared absorption 
\'d.th the amount of material causing it. The relationship 
between the tunount of absorption and the thickness of the 
absorbj..ng medium can be expressed by one of these laws, 
13 . 
knoVIn as Lambert's (19) law. It states that the absorntion 
... 
of monochromatic radiant energy in passing through a...11 opti-
cally homogeneous system is directly proportional to the 
length of the absorbing path. 
The other law, postulated by Beer (20), expressed the 
relationship between the amount of absorption and the con-
centration of solute causing the adsorption. It states 
that the absorption of incident energy is directly propor-
tion::ll to the concentratj_on of the absorbing entity. 
In analytical applications it is customary to combine 
these tvJo laws into an equation of the following form 
log Po/ P = A = a b c, where P~ is the radia."'1t energy lnci-
dent on the sample, P is the radiant energy after pass:ing 
through the sample, A is the absorbance, a is a constant 
called absorptivity, b is the cell thickness ru1d c is the 
concentration. 
Beer's (20) law predicts that the absorbance A is a 
linear function of the concentration of the absorbing 
material. However, deviations from Beer's law are to be 
expected whenever the slits are wider then the width of 
the absorption band used (21). If the slit widths are 
appreciably wider than the band widths, deviations will 
occur at low transmittances. So Robinson (21) suggested 
working at high transmittances. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Preparation of Silica Grease 
1. Raw Haterials 
a. !1ineral Oils 
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A 500 sea~ solvent refined naphthenic oil (oil J of 
Reference 5) obtained fr·om the Ho bil Oil Company was 
used in making all of the greases. The viscosity of 
the oil at 77•F is 219 CSTKS, with specifications of 
viscosity index 70, aniline point 2l3°F~ ~1d viscosity 
gravity constant 0.832. 
h. Thickeners 
The greases used in tho experiments v:ere prepared from 
the following silica thickeners and alund.num oxide. 
The chemical and physical properties of these thlckeners 
are shown in Table I. 
(1) CAB-0-SIL 
T\vo grades of Cab-0-Sil thickener (I-I-5, H-5) obtained 
from the Cabot Co. were used. Cab-0-Sil is a sub-
lnicroscopic pyrogenic silica prepared at high tempera-
ture (lloo·c) by the vapor phase hydrolysis of silicon 
tetrachloride. 
(2) AEROSIL 
Four grades of Aerosil thickener (m1compressed, 2L~91, 
2491 .... 380, HOX-170) were obtained from Degussa Inc. 
Aerosils are submicroscopic pyrogenic silicas produced 
by flame hydrolysis of silicon tetrachloride in a 
'TABLE I 
~Chemical and Physical Properties of Silica and Aluminum Oxide 'J:lhicltene.rs· 
~~~~~ Ca~-0-Si~Ca~-~-Si~ .. Aerosil .J Aero sill Aerosl.·l [ Aerosil I QUS·~ I ~~SO 1' Santo cell Santocell Aluminum I 
i ':.._ H-5 I l':-) tJr.compressed 2491 j249l-380! >:ox-L70 I G-3~22 C i Z 1 O.:ade 




Particle! 0.007: 0.012 • ..1..-- • -~ o :?-r · ,.._:- 0.013 1 0.012 • .~..-- 1 • .L--~ • ---~ 11 UltiJr..atej 1 o o., 10 005 I o oo- 1 o 01 o o., I o a~ .\o 005 1 
: Size(JK._r)l i• 0.04 0.02 I 0.0.1.51 o.u) I 0.02 i 0.02 0.03 
I Surface 1 l/ 1 ! ; I I 
'1 Area I 325 '1 200 
1
200 ± 25 300±30 I 380±40 1170±30 / 300 325 130 280 100+10 ~~ i i 
f Bulk I I ! ! I I Der.~it~ 2.3 I 2.3 ' 2.5-3.5 2.5-3.~ 2.5-3a$2.5-3.5 1 4 I 4 6.7 3.3 - / 
I lbs1 ft I I i 
ISpecificj ~~!! Gravity I 2.2 2.2 - - - I - 2.1 2.1 - - -




0 gaseous environment at 1100 c. 
Two grades of Quso Silica thickener (G-32, F-22) were 
obtained from the Philadelphia Quartz Company. Quso 
Silica j.s a micro fine precipi t'ated silica. 
(L~) SAK~l:OCEL SILICA 
'l\vo gr-ades of Santocel Silj_ca thickener (C, Z) were. 
obta.:i.ned from the Honsanto Compc."L"rl.Y. Santocels are 
produced from a water solvent system under high 
pressure above the critical point of the water soJ.vent 
phase. lJ:he structure of these materials would be 
termed r:1lcro porous i::1 nature. 
( 5) ALUt·iiNVl1 OXIDE 
A1nminnm Oxid~ thickener we.s obtained f.J."Om Deg~.wsa Inc. 
2. Hanufa.oturing Procedure for Silica Greases 
Solvent refined Naphtheni_c: oil (940 g or 94 %) and silica 
th:i.ckener (60 g_ or 6 %) at_ld 2 cc of vw.ter were ~ixed with a 
spatula in a f:Lve pound grease kettle. The n1lxture v1as then 
stirred with the double motion paddle .. stj_rrer with scraper 
b1ades for 60 minutes without heat. The thickened mix was 
then homogenj_zed by passing through a Norehouse Hill three 
t:! . .1-:1es. The clem:-r.mce between the upper stationary mill stone 
and the lowerhigh speed rotor stone was adjucted to 0.001 
irJ.ches• 
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B. Permeability Heasurements 
1·. Permeability Apparatus 
Figure 1 shows the apparatus desic;ned by Sisko and 
Brunst.rum (J.l) for. the measurement of permeability. ·The 
apparatus consists of a 5 cc pipette with a wide opening 
at one end and a ground glass joint at the other end which 
is connected by a bell--shaped glass adalJtor to the main 
saaple assembly. The sample iR retain-':!d inside a stainless 
steel ring about 0.5 em high and 4.16 cm in diameter. A 
millipore filter paper (type HA*) is supported on a 40 mesh 
ring. The entire sample assembly is held within a pair of 
screw clamps. A neoprene gasket is placed on the extended 
base of the adaptor to ensure a tight fit for the entire 
assembly. 
2. Permeability Measurement Procedure 
a. Sample Pack:i.ng Teclmique 
In packing the grease s.sunples, one of the r:1ost serious 
problems is the prest:nce of air bubbles in the sample, since 
they affect the properties of the sample and may therefore 
cause serious error in the experimental results. Thel"efore 
a procedure was developed to minj.rn..ize the amount of air in 
the sample. The grease sample was charged into a 10 cc. 
medical syringe. The grease was then carefully discharged 
from the syringe into the sample retaining ring along the 
edge of the ring. A piece of drawn glass tubing connected to 
* Nillipore Filter .Corporation, Bedford, Mass. 
on ordj_nary v:ater aspirator was used to suck air bubbles 
out.of tho grease sample. This procedure of charging 
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and sucking air was continued until the retainer was filled 
VJith grease containj_ng no visible air bubbles. To make 
tt.e sample surface ilat and smooth, excess grease was then 
\Viped off with a spatula. 
b. Pcrmec:tbili ty Heasurer:.1en ts 
After cleaning the permeability ap1)aratus, a piece of 
filter paper wetted with the same oil from which the grease 
w~s made was placed on the bottom screen, while the excess 
oil was removed v1ith absorbent tissue. The retaining ring 
llU.>,s then placed on the filter paper and grease was packed 
into it by the sample pacl~ing method described above. The 
top screen was then put j_n place. The sample assembly was 
l)laced in the bottom half of the clamp and in succession, 
a neoprene gasket, the bell-sha1)ed adaptor, another gasket 
and the top half of the screw clamp were added. The clamps 
v;ere then screwed together tightly by hand. The adaptor 
was filled with oil, and the pipette was mounted on the 
ground glass joint of the adaptor. A film of grease was 
put between the pipette and the ground glass joint of the 
adaptor. T"..vo springs were attached to hold the pipette 
tightly in place to prevent the oil from leaJ>:.tng. The 
pipette was then filled with oil to the 5 ml. mark. The 
sample was then placed ill a L1-00-ml beal~er set on a plastic 
rack immersed in a constant temperature water bath at 
77oF + .o5·F. The water level reached to the ·top of the 
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adaptor. 
After the pipette was filled with oil, measurements 
vr8re delayed for a few hours to mal~e sure any air bubbles 
trapped j_n the oil rosa to the surface. A sr"r1all amount 
of addittonal oil was added after all the air bubbles 
were removed and the i.ui tial height reading was taken. 
':i.1he oil height vras read at periodic intervals depending 
on the oil flovt rate. Rt.ms were terminated after 10 'to 
80 hours or when the liquid level fell below the pipette 
scale. At least three runs per sampJ_e of grease were made. 
A typj_cal run is sho'11n in Figure 2. Permeability coeffi-
cient~ were calculated directly from the data using a least 
nquaros procedure to obtain the slope of logar1thm of oil 
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Figure 2 Oil Height vs. Time Data for Grease Containing 
6 % Aerosil Uncompressed Silica Thickener. 
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Consistenaies of Silica and Aluminum Grease 
'rhickenen Grease Consistenc~ Bleeding Tendencies 
-(penetration Test after Four Honths 1 
Storage 
Unworked Worked; 
Aer.osil 298 304 No bleeding 
!In compressed 
Aerosj_l 356 380 No bleeding 
HOX-170 
Aerosil 256 270 No bleeding 
2491 
.Aerosilc 279 282 No bleeding 
2/+91-380 
Aluminum 387' 409 Slight bleeding 
Oxidec 
CAB-0-SIL 278 284 No bleeding 
H-5 
CAB-0-SII. 284 300 No bleeding 
M-5 
QUSO F-22 388 .391 BI.eeding only j_n I pockets-
QUSO G·,.32 378 387 Bleeding only in 
pockets 
Santo eel z 296 301 No bleeding 
Santocel G 40ll 408 Bleeding 
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C. Sorption and Extraction Measurements 
Sorption experiments v1ere run in which oj~ls with 0.25 %, 
0.5 %, 1 %, 2 %, and 3 % of PAN additive vwre permeated 
through silica grease samples without additives. After each 
sorption experj.ment reached equilibrium, an extraction ex-
periment was run in which oils without additives were 
permeated through the sa;.:-ne grease sample. 
1. Sorption Measurements with a Range of Additive Concen-
trations 
Using the oample packing method described in Section B, 
grease samples without additives v:ere packed into the 
permeability apparatus sample retainer. 'l1he apparatus 
assembly was set up as usual. The pj_pette v1as filled to 
the 5 cc mark with oil containing a known per cent of 
additive. The apparatus was then placed on a 250 cc beaker 
at room temperature. Effluent samples were collected for 
IR analysis nnd oil heights were recorded. Oil sticking. 
to the botto1~ of the apparatus was sucked up with a medicine 
dropper and added to the sample bottle together with the 
oil from the bottom of the beaker. To maintain the oil 
height, fresh oil was added to the pipette. Host. oil 
samples had a volume of 1 to 2 cc of oil. 'l1hese experi-
ments were terminated when equilibrium was reached. That:. 
is, when the concentration of the additive in the exit oil 
was the same as that in the original oil permeating through 
the. grease sample. It took from 3 to 20 days to reach 
equilibrium and the total amount of exit oil varied from 
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18 to 35 cc. 1:rhe oil samples were enalyzed with a. Beckman 
IR-5A Hodel Spectrophotor:.eter to determine the additive 
concentration in the effluent oil·. Additive concentrations 
in the grease were computed from mass balances on the PAN. 
Three typical runs are shovm in Figure 3. 
2. Extraction ~ieasureuents after Sorption Experiments 
After equilibrium was reached, the apparatus was disassem-
bled and all parts except the grease retainer were cleaned 
thoroughly. The oil present on the outside of the filter 
was wiped off with a tissue. The grease retainer was then 
reassembled in the apparatus for the extraction experj_1;1ent 
and the }Jipette wa..c; filled with oil without additive which 
was then permeated through the grease sample. The proce-
dure then followed that in the so.rption experiment. When 
the exit oil contained no additive, that is, when equilibrlum 
was reached, the extraction experiment was terminated. The 
time required· for reaching equilibrium varied from 3 to 20 
days and the total amount of effluent oil varied from 18 
to 40 cc. 
3. Sorption and Extraction Heasurements with Different 
Thicltness of Grease Cake 
Silica grease aamples thickened with 6 % Cab-0-Sil H-.5 
silica thickener were packed into the permeability apparatus 
with ring thicknesses of one half and double the normal 
thickness. Sorption and extraction experiments were then 
rtul in the same manner as described in Sections l a.."ld 2. 
,. 
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D. A.n<J_ly.sis for Additive 
In order to determine the amount of additive picked up 
or lost in the 8orption and extraction experlinents, a simple 
but accurate analytical method was needed to measure sma.ll 
amounts of additive j..n the effluent oil. Both infrared and 
ultrav:-'Lolet absorption spectra of lubricating oils with 
additives were considered. 
Since the infrar~d absorption is due to interD.ctions 
of the light waves with the vibrations of the atoms within 
a molecule, whereas the ultraviolet absorption is due to 
interaction with the very much lighter valence electrons, 
viclna.l effects in infrared shou.ld be less important and 
shou1d hardly extend beyond the second ne::Lehbor distance 
from a given bond •. Sensitj_vity to vicinal effects is a 
major obstacle to the ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
analysis of lubricating oj_ls (15). Infrared analysis 
provided a sensitive absorption band for the additive (PAN) 
at a wave number of 7701cm. 
1. Description of Infrared Spectrophotometer 
A Bcck.L':lan Hodel IR-5A Spectrophotometer (16) was used 
for these measurements. It is an. automatic recording,. single-
beam, double-beam instrument designed for the qua]j_tative 
and quantitative chemical analysis of liquid, solid and gaseous 
l)hflsc .samples and equi1)ped with NaCl optics. Two NaCl crys-
ta.ls o. 2 mm apart form the slit which holds the film-type 
liquid sample.. This pair of crystals is mounted on a brass 
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f:came to form the complete camplc cell or reference cell. 
The IR-5A has a "a ave length ru.nc;e of 2 to 16 microns. The 
instrumE:nt records linearly in per cent transu.itta.'tlce and 
\Ya.ve lonr;th. 
2. Infrared Analysis Procedure 
a. Solec.tion of Addj_tive and Band Peaks 
Two common additives uned in greases, phenyl-~-naphthylamine 
(PP~) and Paratertiary butyl catechol (Ionol), were exrunined 
for sensitivity to D1frared detection at low concentrations 
in oil solutions. 
The IR Spectra absorption curve for PAN had bands at_ 
1 
. _, _, !.Q _, 
570 em, 770 em and ll;.vO cr.t. At high Goncentrations of PAN, 
-I thore was also a band at 685 em. Relative heights of the 
absorpt5.on peaks for PAN and Ionol are shov:n in Table III cmd 
•rable IV for differential analysis. The IR Spectra absorption 
curve for PAllf had more sensitive absorption bc-mds than that 
_, 
for Ionol. The peak at 770 em was chosen for analysis for 
two rcascns: (1) the sensitivity of detection is greatest 
here because a maximum change in absorbax1ce occurs here per 
unit concentration change, and (2) the absorbance change with 
concentration at this wavelength is more nearly consta11t over 
the concentration range of interest (up to 3.0 lJer cent) 
and therefore leads to maximum precision in the overall 
deter:nination. 
b. Details of ProQedure 
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TABLE III 
Height of PAN Absorbance in the Infrared Spectra 
(One Un:lt = One Division on Chart = 0.05 Inches) 
Wave Number, -I em 
% PAN in Oil 770 1480 1570 
0.1 2.9 2.0 
0.2 6.6 1.0 3.1 
0.3 9.8 2.1 lt.3 
0.4 15.1· 2.8 7.6 
0.5 18.5 3.2 10.0 
0.6 21.5 5.1 12.5 
0.7 24.7 6.2 14.8 
0.8 28.5 7.1 17.7 
0.9 32.4 8.0 19.8 
1.0 35.0 10.1 20.8 
1.5 41+.3 12.5 28.5 
2.0 52.2 14.5 35.8 
2.5 59-3 17.5 39.1 
3.0 63.2 20.6 1~1.5 
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TABLE IV 
Hoigh·~- of Ionol Absorbance in the Infrared S1Jectra 
(One Unit = One Divi.slon on Chart :.:: 0.05 Inches) 
Wave. Numb8r, -I em 
c.1. /0 Ionol in Oil 86.0. 11'60 3700 
' 
-.-----------,-
0.10 0.9 1.1 1.0 
0.25 2.0 2.1 2.2 
0.50 3.5 }.6 l~.2 
l.OO 10.0 .8.1 8.5 
2.00 21.0 19.0 16.5 
3.0 31.0 28.0 22.5. 
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(1) Differential Quantitative Infrared Analysis 
4 technique known as differential infrared analysis is 
panticularly useful when applied to lubricating o:tls with 
additives:. In this technique, a s<:unple of pure oil with-
out additives is I>laced in the reference cell of a double 
be~n infrared spectrophotometer and the oil with additives 
j_n a matched sample cell. Thus, the absorbnnce due to the 
oil itself is c.ompensated, and the net absorbance is due to 
differences in chemical composition between the pure oil and 
the oj.l. containing additive. 
Ca~ibrations were made using 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
o.6, o.?, o.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0% PAN in 'oil J. 
'Ihe band peaks of PAN increased gradually as the concentra-
tion. of additives in oil J increased (see Table III and 
Fi:gure l.l-). From t.hese data a calibration curve nas drawn 
(see. Figure 5). 
(2) Experj_mental Procedure 
The two NaCl crystal cells were cleaned thoroughly with 
volatile solvent (benzene) and dried with compressed air. 
11vo drops of pure oil J were inserted into one of the 
openings of the reference cell with the help of a medicine 
dropper. A medical syringe filled with oil was then mounted 
over the end opening. By pushing the rod dovm gently the oil 
flowed do\vn the narrow slit and formed a 0.2 mm thick oil 
film through which the infrared beam wasprojected. Air 
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(2) o.l % P.~ in oil J 
(3) 0.2 % PP~ in oil J 
(4) 0.3 % P;:U; in oil J 
(5) 0.4 56 PAN in oil J 
(6) 0.5 % Pili~ in oil J 
(7) 0.6 % P.Al~ in oi1 J 
(8) 0.7 % P&~ in oil J 
(9) 0.8 % PM~ in oil J 
(lO) 0.9 % P~~ in oil J 
(11) 1.0 % PAN in oil J 
Figure 4 Portion of a Dou~ Beam Projected IR Spectra 
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Figure 5 Absorbance versus per cent PAN in oil J 
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If bubbles were found, the procedure was repeated. Tvvo 
pieces of plastic end scalings w~re then carefully squeezed 
into the ends of the cell. This ensured that the oil film 
remained in position without any further disturbance through-
out the experiment. The unknown sample or thG sample to 
be determined was charged to the sample cell in the same-
' 
• 
vray as the pure solvent. CaJ.ibration curves, which were ·. 
described in Section b, (1), were rerun each time a group 
of unknown samples were analyzed. Peak heights were then 
compared using the base line method (see belovT). A set of 
peak heights v.ersus concentrations of additive data could 
be tabulated as Table II or Figure 4. From the c<:--llibration 
c.urve, a quantitative analysis of the tmknovn1 sample was 
obtained. 
(3) Base IJine Hethod-
In tho transmission curve of a sample of PAN in oil J, a 
base line AB (Fieure 6) is drawn tangential to the trans-
mission maxima on each side of the band. A perpendicular 
is then erected through the analytical wavelength until 
it. intersects the base line. The absorbru1ce is calculated 
usjng the lengths Po nnd P e.s proportional to incident and 
tr.::.t:n . .smitted light at that particular wavelength. According 
to Beer's law the concentration is proportional to the 
percentage of absorbance of the additive at the particular 
wavelength. It should be noted that the apparent amount 
of radiation absorbed is increased whE;?n the shoul4ers of 
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·Figure 6 Technique of th~ Baseline Nethod 
a.dvai'ltag_e of this, Robinson (21) suggested working at higher 
trP...nsni"Ctances where the shoulders of the absorption band 
on each side of the analytical wavelength are near the 
100 % transmission line. 
J 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Permeability Experitwnts on Grease Thickened with Silica 
Thickener: and Aluminum Oxide 
'l'he results of the l)ermeability measurements are listed 
in ':J.lable IX (Pages 69-77) and the calculated permeability 
coefficients are listed in Tab..te. V. Permeability coeffi-
_,, ~ _,, 
cienta: varied from about 20.1 x 10 em to 168 x 10 em~. 
The average value of the standard deviation for these rlL"'rlS 
on each sample is 3.2 per cent compared with Lin's 2.8 per 
cent for Cab-0-.Sil H~5 and H-5 ereases. 
Several trends are a1)parent in these r0sults. First the 
level of the permeabj_lity coefficient is generally related 
to th~ work-sd p8netra.tion. Those greases with worked pene-
trations below about .300 had permeability coefficients of~ 
_, 2. 
20-35 ::x 10 em • Those greases with worked pcn0trations in 
the range of 380-391 had permeability coefficients which 
ranged from ~-7-106. The two greases with worked penetra-
-11 
tions of 408 and 409 had coefficients of 159 and 168 x 10 
en~ respectively. 
Also, within each series of thickeners (except for the 
uncompressed.Aerosll), the permeability coefficient decreased 
with increase in surface area. Comparison of the QUSO F-22 
re.eul ts with Aerosil 2lt91 and Cab-0-Sil H-5 shows. that 
differences in the level of permeability c.oefficient may be 
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TABLE v:. __ ~ 
Summary of Permeability Results for .Silica 
~ 
and Aluminum Oxide Greases at 77 F 
Thickener' Slope • 5 Permeability Average _,) (x 10 ) (x 10-1') (x 10 
A.erost1 1.11 20.3 
Uncompressed 1.13 20.6 20.1 
1.06 19.4 
Aerosil 2.50 47.0 
HOX-170 2.50 46.9 46.8 
2.48 46.6 
Aerosi1 1.88 35.0 
2491 2.03 37.7 35.2 
1.'78 33.0 
Aerosil 1.77 31.7 
21+91-380 1.75 32.3 32.6 
1.83 33.9 
. 1\.luminum 8.06 174 • 
Oxide 8.00 168. 168. 
'? .70 161. 
C3.b-O-Sil 21.2 
H-5(*) 20.9 20.6 
19.8 
Cab~O-Si1 24.1 
H-5(*) 22.1 22.9 
22.5 
Quso F-22 3.86 74.5 
3.78 71.8 73.1 
3.80 73.1 
Quso G-32 5.28 105. 
~ 5.30 106. 106. 
5.35 106. 
Santoce1 Z 1.64 30.3 
1.56 28.6 29.5 
1.61 29.7 
Sa.ntocel c 7.68 160. 
7.63 160. 159. 
7.50 156. 
* I.in 's Data (5) 
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obtained with silicas of roughly equaJ. surface areas but .. 
p.repc>,red by different processes. The ir;1portance of the 
type of silica (pyrogel vs. hydrogel) on grease character-
:i;.:;tics has been shovm by Ewbanlt and his coworkers (18,22) 
in comparisons of the values of n, a measure of the concen-
tration dependence of permeability. 
T'ne permeability coefficlents observed with the aluminum 
,JI .1. 
oxide crease (168 x 10 en ) and the Santocel C grease (159 
-II 
x 10 crn2.) arc higher than a:ny previously reported. These 
high coefficlents suggest a loose holding of the m .."Lneral 
o:I.l j_n a coarse gel structure which mit;ht be expected to 
permit excessive oil separation from the erease. After 
four ElOn ths' Gtorage, these bvo greases were the only ones 
which :.Jhovied noticeable oil separation on their undisturbed 
surfaces (Table II). 
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B. Sorption Experiuents on Greases Thickened with Silica 
and Aluminun Oxide 
1. Sorption with Different PAN Concentrations in the Permea-
ting Oil 
The equili bl"ium results of the expo rim en ts in which 
permeating oil wj_'!;h varying concentrations of PAN was passed 
through u Cab..:.O-Sil li-5 thickened grease are shown in Table 
VI. and Figure 7. The equilibrium PAL'T concentrations in the. 
grease exceeded those in the per1~1eating oil by about 0.15 
per cent at low P.AN concentrations in the perw:;ating oil and 
up to 0.59 per cent at 3.0 per cent PAN in the permeating 
oil based on PAN analysj_s of the exit oil. Thus, assumj.ng_ 
unifon.1 dispersion of additive in the oil phase at the same 
c.oncentratlcn as in the permeating oil, 0.03 gm to 0.13 gm 
of PAL'i must be assocj_at€d with each gr~1.m of thj_ckener, the 
amount :i11cr.easing \'lith the concentration of PAif in the oil. 
1l:his additive must be held- by surface forces on the thickener. 
Table VI also shows that direct infrared analyses of the 
greases for PAN gave good checks compared with the values 
est:Lmated from mass balances obtained by analyses of the 
exj_t oil s&l'Dl)les.* 
* ~~hese masc1 balances were corrected for PAN sorbed on the 
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PAN Concentration in Oil, % 
Figure 7 Equilibrium Concentration vs. Oil 
Concentration for Sorption Experiment 
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TABLE Vii 
Summary of Sorption and Extraction Results for Silica 
Grease (containing 6% Cab-0-Sil H-5 Thickener) 
- --------.--
% PAN in 
Permeating Oil 0.25 0.50 1.oo 2.00 3.00 
--
16 PAN in O.ltO 0.75 1.30 2.47 3.59 
Grease at ·- --
Equilibrium * 0.34 0.70 1.24 2.1+1 3.53 
~ Direct Analy. 0 
·rl 
.p of Grease 0.36 0.71 1.26 2.43 3-55 P-! 
H (% PAN) 0 
U} 
Vol. of Exit 
Oil at Equil. 21+.9 23.1~ 22.5 17.2 16.8 
( cc ) 
--
Ks 1.3 1.3 1.4 l.l+ 1 .l~ 
Ks* 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 
% PAN fn 
Grease at 
-
0.13 041:5 0.0( 0.13 
n Equilibrium 0 
. "rl 
.!-) Direct Analy. 0 
~ 
of Grease 0.15 0.16 0.10 0.15 H -
..!-) 





1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 
Ke* 
-
1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 
-
-----·· 
* These mass balances were corrected for PAN sorbed 
on the filter paper. 
2. Sorption of PAN Additive with Half, Normal a'l1.d Double 
the Thickness of Silica Grease Cake 
In order to check the possibility that the filter paper 
cn.used cr.ror j_n the calculated equilibrium co21centration in 
the gre.:Jsc for the sorption experiment, half, normal and 
d~ouble thicknesses of Cab~.O-Sil thickened grease cake were 
tested with oil containing one per cent of PAN. The results 
of the additive sorption experiments are shovm in Table VII. 
There was a diffe:I."'ence in the final equilibrium concentra-
tion of PAN in these e~ease ccill.es calculated from the overall 
ma~-:>s balm1ces on PAN 5 ..n the exit oil. It. varied from 1.42 
per cent in the half thickness to 1.30 per cent j_n the no:c-nal 
t:hicl-\:ness and 1 .. 26 per cent in the double thicb.1css. lJ.'he 
r~:;ason for these dJ.ffe.rences in the estimated values of the 
equilibrium concentl'ation of PA.I"f in the grease is apparently 
additive sorbed by the filter paper. Ex.::-illdnation of the 
filter paper showed that it was slightly darker than the 
rost of the grease indicating a- high PAlf concentration. 
Grease sm"'1ple scraped from the filter paper for all three 
G.a};:e thicknesses (estimate 1/25 'or the normal grease cake 
thiclc.n~:;ss) contaj..ned 2. 7 ~G PAN additive (approximat:ely 
o.OOlt-3 gm sorbed PAN associated with the filter paper.). N'o 
si[Jlificant difference- in the amount of PAN on the filter 




Effect of Different Thiclmess of Grease Cake on Equilibrium 
Conccntrat.ion in Grease for Sorption a..11.d Extr.:-:~..ction Experiment 
--
·Grease Ca~e ·Half Nort1H1 ·Double 
Thickness flhickness Thickness Thickness 
1:' • t .e•Xl)er~men em) 0.238 0.476 0.952 
1--· ·--J~quiJ.i brium 
Concentration 1.42 1.3 1.26 (% PAN) 
··-
Dlrect upper l.jO 1.28 1.26 
-------
box~ption Grease widd1e 1.29 1.27 1.25 
Analysis !bottom 1.29 .1~26 l.23 
_____0_LJ?.4Nl 
-----
Ks* 1.6 l.6 1.,6 
Ks 1.4 1.4 1.1+ 
-----c--- -·--·-
Equilj_brium 
0.18 Con centra tior 0.13 0.15 (% PAJ.\f) 
Direct upper 0.13 0.15 0.17 
~xtract:ion Grease middle 0~13 0.15 0.15 
Analysis bottom 0.13 0.15 0.15 (Cl ;o PAN") 
. 
: 
Ke !"~3 1.4 1'.4 
. '-----------·-· --·- ----- ---·----
' 




If the PAN associated with the filter paper is taken 
into account in the mass balances on the exit oil, the 
corrected average PAN concentration in the grease are 1.28 
per cent, 1.24 per cent and 1.23 per cent for half, normal 
and double thicknesses of grease cake. 
Direct infrared analysis of the grease sample from the 
half thickness sample cell gave 1.30 per cent PAN in the 
upper layer and 1.29 per cent in both the middle and the 
bottom layer~ This shows that the PAN is uniformly distri-
buted throughout the grease. For the normal thickness 
sample cell, the PAN concentration of the grease sample 
varied from 1.28 per cent in the upper layer to 1.27 per 
cent in the middle layer and 1.26 per cent in the bottom 
layer. For the double thickness sample cell, the PAN con-
centration varied from 1.26 per cent in the upper layer to 
1.25 per cent in the m1ddle and 1.23 per cent in the bottom 
layer. Thus, based on direct grease analysis, the equili-
brium concentrations of the PAN varied only from an average 
of about 1.25 per cent to about 1.29 per cent as the cake 
thickness varied by a factor of 4. The results of the 
direct analyses of the greases are in good agreement with 
the values estimated from mass balances on PAN in the exit 
oj_l 1 after corrections were made for the PAN sorbed on 
the filter paper. 
) 
3. Sorpt~on Experiments on D~fferent Silica Greases and 
Alun':.inum Oxide Grease 
The data for addit~ve sorption in a number of greases 
\Iith different silica thickeners and in aa aluminum oxide 
thickener with one per cent PAl'l in the permeating oil 
are shov.rn in Table X to Table XXX.XI. The calculated results 
are shown in Table VIII. 
The equilibrium c-oncentration vrhen oil contaj_ning one 
per cent of PAN was permeated through the grease j_ncroased 
from ]_-.07* per cent for Santocel C to 1.36 per cent of 
Sa11toceJ. Z as the surface area increased from J.30 m_,_/cm to 
280 m2/gri1. A similau but less pronounced trend wj_th su.rfo.ce 
ax·ea y;as observed with the QUSO and the CD.b-0-Sil g;reC"..ses. 
However, the effect of surface area. on final FAN concentra~· 
t~on waa less sign~ficant in the Aerosil serj_es. The P/iN 
concentration in the aluminum oxide grease (0.96" per cent) 
ind.icates that there :is little or no interaction between 
additive and this thickener. 
* All equilibrium concentrations corrected for PAN associated 
with the filter paper. 
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S_umrnary of Sorptj_on end Extraction H.esul ts for Silica 
and Aluminum Oxide Grease 
-·----- ---------




-Ks ·Final Ke Ke* ( o/ PAN ) ]~quil. Cone. 10 ( ol PAN ) /0 
. -~·-----
---------·---- ----- ------
Santo eel c 1.07 1 . .:; }_. 7 0.01 ]_ .5 1.7 
S:::-:.~1 to eel z 1.~36 1.3 1.6 0.13 J .• 3 1~6 
Quso E'-22 1.23 1 3 
-· 
1 .. 6 o.oo l.l+ 1 .. 7 
I I Quso G·-.32 1.20 1.4 1 .. 7 0.10 1.4 ]_. '7 
lcab-0-Sj_l 1. 2lf- l.LI- 1.6 o.J.5 l.lt- 1.6 I H~~5 
I 
Cab--·0·-·Si.l ]_. ~l3 1.4 1.7 0.13 l.4 1.7 
H-5 
Aerosi:U 1.16 1.4 1.7 0.06 1.4 l.'l 
2491 
A.erosil 1.15 1.4 1.6 0.04 1.4 1.6 
249].-380 
I1.erosi1 1.13 1.4 1.7 0.09 1.4 1.7 
HOX-170 
Aerosj_~l 1.13 l .. li- 1.6 o.oo 1.4 1.6 
Uncomp. 
AJ.umj_num 0.96 1.1} 1.6 o.oo i ~ 1~ 1.6 ·' 
Ox i dl'. I 
----~--- .. --- -- ------· -····· 
____ L ____ ------
# A~er correction_ for PAN associated with the t.Llter paper. 
C. Extraction of PAN Additive after Sorption Experiments 
Extraction experiments using oil without additive were 
carried out on the Cab-0-Sil thickened grease samples which 
had reached equilibrium with the permeating oils containing 
1.00 %, 2.00% and 3.00% PAN. The final equilibrium PAN 
concentrations are shovm in Table VI. There was no signifi-
cant difference among the final concentrations of additive 
in the greases. Infrared analyses for PAN in the greases 
again gave good checks against the PAN estimates based on 
the exit oil analyses. 
Table VII shows the results of extraction experiments 
following the sorption of PAN additive with half, normal 
and double the thickness of Cab-0-Sil silica grease cake. 
There appears to be no significant difference among the 
final concentrations of the additive in the grease sample. 
Direct grease analyses again showed agreement with the PAN 
concentrations calculated from the mass balances. The 
grease sample scraped from the filter paper was analyzed 
and had the same concentration as other layers of the 
grease. This indicated that no appreciable amount of 
additive remained associated with the filter paper. 
For the extraction after sorption experiments on different 
silica greases, only small amounts of PAN were retained 
in all the greases. (see Table X to Table XXXXI and Table 
VIII). The higher surface area Santocel Z thickener 
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retu.ined :more PAN than the lov;er area Santocel C. For the 
Cab-0~-Sils there is little difference and for the Aerosils 
snd QU.SO there is no apparent trend \vith surface nrea. 
D. Rates of Sorption and Extraction of Additive 
l. Sorption experiments 
The sorption data were plotted as log(l - (%PAN in grease I 
equilibrium % of PAl~ in grease~ vs. (volume of effluent oil I 
volume of grease sample) or log Z vs. X for the purpose of 
comparing the sorption rates. X is proportional to time as 
the flow rate for each grease was constant. Thus, the use 
of Vo/Vg permits comparison of equilibrium constants based 
on permeatj_ng oil volumes so that comparison between greases 
of different permeation rates can be made. 
The semilogarithmic plots for all the greases studied 
were approximately linear with negative slopes at the start 
of the runs. A typical run is shown in Figure 8. The ini-
tial data appear to foJ_low the first order rate equation 
Z = e-KsX where Ks is the absolute numerical value of the 
slope times 2.303. As Z becomes less than 0.1, any small 
error in either term leads to a large error in z. The values 
of Ks determined from the initial slopes of the sorption 
data range from 1.3 to 1.5, independent of PAN concentration 
in the permeating oil, cake thickness or thickener type 
(Table VI, VII and VIII). 
For lithium greases using several concentrations of PAN 
in the permeating oil, Zakin, Tu and Lin (6) reported values 
of Ks of 1.0 to 1.5 with the average 1.1. The values of Ks 
for similar experiments with their modified clay thickened 
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X Volume of Effluent Oil/Volume of Grease 
F:Lgure 8 Reduced plot relat~_ng fraction of additive 
sorbed vs. volume of effluent oil with l ~6 
Pfu~ (Slope of Ks ) 
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of O.(.., (6). Comparing the values of Ks for silica, lithium 
and Ea.ragel greases, we find thet t the- stlj_cn greases approach 
equilibritu1 1:10re rapidly than the lithium and Baragel greases. 
Although the inj_tial Ks values '.'/ere independent of PAN 
c.pncentration j.n the oil, total volume of exit oil requi.red 
for equilibrj_um concentrations of PAN in the silica greasE;s 
decreased as the concentration of P!-u'.f in the permeating oil 
increased fror:1 about 25 cc at 0.25 per cent to about 17 cc 
ut 3 per cent. Thj_s may be explained if we assume that 
tho rate at w·hich additive a.ssocia tes vri th the thickener is 
sJ.ow con1parcd with addi ti vo e.x:c har:.ee with t1H~ o:tl pha.se ill 
tho grease or with replacement of non-additive containing 
oj_l by. additive contaj_1ling Qil. At higher PAN concentra-
tions in the p-.')J."'me.:J.ting oil, sorption on the thickener 
occux .. :J more r;:;qJidly. If, the surface norption is tho slovrer 
:p:r·ocess ·and its contribution to the total P1UT concentrat::i.on 
in the grease is smaller than the oil phase contribution, 
the in1t:Lal regions o.f plots o.f log ( 1 - Cgo/Cpo ) vs. X 
(where Cgo is the PAN concentration in the oil plFl.se of the 
grease and Cpo is the P.lUf concentration in the pei"me;ating 
oil) should give a rate constant descriptive of the fast 
process only.* Plots of this type gave rate constant, Ks*, 
vo.1ues of ah::..ut 1.6 and 1. 7 for all runs (see rrahle VI, VII 
and VIII). A sample plot is shown in Figure 9. Lj.near 
regj_o~ls generally extended to about the same X values but lower 
ordj_nate val.ues than the plots from which Ks values were 
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X :::: Volume of Effluent Oil/Volum.e of Gree..se 
Fig~tre 9 Reduced plot relating fraction of additive 
sorbed vs. volume of effluent oil with 1 % 
PAN (Slope of Ks* ) 
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obtaiD.P.d. Reca1.culation of Lin 1 s data gave average Ks* values 
of l.lt- for lithium gree. .. ses and 0 .. 9 for coated clay grP.ases. 
:che data fall off. faster than the initial rate line at: 
high V<:ol..lues of X. T'nis may be a region where the rates of 
both processes are of the same rnagnitude. Whj_le it is true 
that tho data in thj_a region are subject to larBe errors 
becaU.f3e the smal.l differences between b-vo le.rge concentra-
tions a})pear in the Q'rdlnate, the deviations are consistently 
to the left of the extended :i.nitial rate line, sugc;esting 
that separate mechanisms of the type described above m:J..y be 
occuring. 
1Ehu.s, Ks* values are only for the fj_rst' effect descrj __ bed 
above, that is they me~sure the ability of permeating oil to 
roplaco the oil phase j_n the grease or to exchange additive 
with it. One. c.ould specula.te that high Ks:* velues ~~hould be 
found in grease structures where the oj_l is held less 
"tit;htly" by the thickener and hence is more easj_ly replctced 
or ~s at least more acc~ssible. In general these s~lica 
greases had lower thickener concentrations (and higher permea-
bility coefficient:::;) than the lithium and modified clay 
e;reases descrj_bed above. The differences in the level of Ks* 
vc.lines could be due to differences in thickener charactet·istics 
and/or in thicl<:ener concentration. A s.tudy of Ks* values as 
a function of thickener concentration for a .single thickener 
would be helpful in determining the importance of this 
variable. 
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2... Extrac tj_on experiments 
Th0 extraction data were plotted as .log(<% PA1~ in grease 
final % PAN) I (original % PAN in grease - flnal % PAN)) 
vs. (volume of effJ_uent oj_l / volume of gre.?lse) or logY vs. 
X. The semj_logarithmic plots were also approximateJ_y linear 
'.'lith negative slopes at the start of the runs. A typic<-~1 
run is sholvu in Fig-u:r·e 10. The initiAl data appear to follow 
the first order rate equation Y = e_-KeX where Ke is the 
absolute numerical value of the slope times 2.303_. The 
v.:.'l .. lues of Ke. determined from the initial slopes of the ex-
tra.ctj_on data range from 1.3 to 1.1~~ }.,or ltth.ium grease, 
the vaJ.-ues of Ke var:ted from 1. 0 to 1.1. For the modified 
,...1·-~y. b~ "-' e EYre" • .,"" e \.I ' (,:\ (.A., L.) ~ 1-.J. • .· £::;1_ ... ;> " ' the value of Ke ve.rj_ed from 0.8 to 1.0 (6). 
IJ.'hc t=:;xtrnction data were also plotted as log ( Cgo/Cgoi) 
vs. X where Cgo is the PAN concentratj.on in oil phase of tr1\~ 
gr8ase at <.my time t and Cgoi is the oric;inal PAi."'r conGentra-
tion i.n oiJ_ phase of the grea.se. * 
Plots of this type gave rate constant, Ke*, values of 
about 1. 6 and 1. 7 (see Ta"b.J.e VI, VII end VIII) • 'I'he averaee 
Ke and Ke* vn.lues for silica greases and the aluminum oxide 
grease are close t.o their average Ks and Ks* values. This 
came re::-::ult was observed with the coated clay and lithium 
greaBes. Gt~neraJ_ly, this means that the rate limiting step 
at Jow X values is the same for sorption and extraction 
O.:.'<_perimen ts. 
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X = Volume of Effluent Oil/Volume of Grease 
figure 10 Reduced plot of fraction of additive 
removed vs. effluent oil volume 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
l. Permeability coefficients for greases thickened with 6 
per cent of silica and aluminum oxide thickener varied 
from about 20.1 x 10-11 cmz. to 168 x 10_,, cm.2.. with the level 
of the permeability coefficient of a grease generally 
related to the level of the worked penetration. 
2. In general for any thickener type the permeability co-
efficient decreased with increase in surface area of the 
thickener. 
3. After sorption experiments with permeating oils contain-
ing 0.25 to 3.0 per cent of PAN through greases contain-
ing 6 per cent of Cab-0-Sil H-5 thickener, the amount 
of PAN associated with the thickener at equilibrium 
increased with the concentration of the additive in the 
permeating oil from 0.03 gm per gm to 0.13 gm per gm. 
4. In sorption experiments with 1.0 per cent of PAN in the 
permeating oil passing through silica greases of 6 per 
cent thickener content, the equilibrium concentration 
generally increased with surface area for each silica 
thickener type. The effect was most noticeable for 
Santocel greases and least for Aerosil greases. 
There ts little or no interaction between the PAN 
additi.ve and aluminum oxide thickener. 
5. Initial first order rate constants for additj_ve concen-
tration changes in the grease (Ks) and constants for 
concentration changes in the oil phase (Ks*) obtained · 
from sorption data were independent of the type of silica 
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thickener. Initial constants for the extraction experiments 
(Ke and Ke·*) were also independent of the type of silica 
thickener and were equal to the equivalent sorption rate 
constants. 
The rate constants appear to be a function of thickener 
characteristics and/or thickener content and are independent 
of the thickness of the grease sample studied over a range 
of thickness of 4 : 1. The silica greases studied here 
approach equilibrium more rapidly than the lithium and 
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A. Sarnple CalcuJ.ations 
l. Permeability coeffi.cient calculation 
Permeability coefficie:nt calculation of the sample grease_ 
is based on Darcy's law. A typical calculation wj_th silica 
grease thickened v:i th 6 % Aerosil 2491-380 thickener is 
shown below: 
The equation used for this calculation is: 
-ILR
2 /R~ K ::: ~-- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (1) g 
B - ·- K d(ln: h) dt __ _ • • • • • • • • • • • • (2) 
v;here y : kinematic viscosity of the oil - 219 CSr:L·KS at 
77° :b,. 
A.p of plpette 0 .. 2623 ;;1 • area - em • 
As . area of g.r.ease sample 
-
15.55 cm;l. • 
'2. ~ Ap/As 0.01685 Ry/Rs: ratio of == 
L : sample thielmess - 0.1{?6 em 
K 
_ Y IJ!gJ_/As _ (219 x 102 ) (0.476) (0.01685) -s 2 
- g - 9o0.66 ·-:: 1. 79 X 10 em 
From Equatj.on (2) the plots o::f ln h vs. t should be 
linear. 'J.1he slope of the l:i.ne j_s: 
d ln h ·-- _l!!_ 2_2. 4 - In 10_'!..3---.:: 1 77 x 10-b' 
-eft - (12 - O)x 3bDO - • 
The slOT>e of the curve can best be calculated by a least 
.I; 
squares analysis. A typical least squares program is shown 
in Sectj_on B. 
60 
-~ -~ _,, 
B = ( 1.79 X 10 ) ( 1.77 X 10 ) - 31.68 X 10 cm2 
Th~s permeability coefficient. includes the screens, filters 
ru1d the grease sample. The permeability of the grease can 
be obtained by correction for the resistances of the screens 
and filters. 
By running a blank experiment with the same screens and 
f:llters and with the oil J, but no grease sample, the per-
meability coefficient, Be, of the screens and filters can 
be obtained. 
-9 -.r 
Bo= 5.56 X 10 X ln (29.1 I 10.2) (45 :. 0) X 60 = 9.5 x 10 em~ 
'rhe total resistance is the sum of the individual 
resistances. 
1/B = 1/B. + 1/Bc 
where B is the total permeability of the grease sample and 
Be is the permeability of the grease itself. 
-H -7 
B X B· (31468 X 10 )( 9.5 X 10 ) 
= !3:-- B = -r9.5 x lo-') - \31.68 x ro-'? Be 
-11 ~ 
= 32.8 x J.O em. 
6·1 
2. Sorption a"ld extraction calculatj_on 
In the sorption and extraction exper:tmen ts, the least 
squares method was used to smooth the PAN concentration 
vs. exit oil volume data and Simpson's rul~ was used to 
calculate t;he area 1u1der the curve. A computer program was 
written for the sorption experiments with 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 
2.0, 3.0 % PAN in the permeating oil a'tld for the extraction 
calculations. 
3. Sorption rate equation 
-
. 
Ggo - Cone. of PAN in oil phase of the grease. 
C·po Cone. of PAJ.'f j_n the permeating oil. 
Vo - Volume of exit oil. 
Vg -- Volume of grease. 
For first order reaction 
dCP·O 
·d to = k ( C po - C go ) 
:t 
( dCgQ_ __ :::(kdt 
JC:11o - C go ]
0
. 
ln ( Cpo - Cgo ) = -kt + C 
At t = O. Cpo - Cgo = Cpo 
Cno - Cgo K ( Vo ) l:n ---:E.."T.-:10 -kt - - Vg 
.J:.· 
ln( 1- Q~~-) K ( Vo ) Cpo = Vg 
4. Extraction Rate Equation. 
Cgo == PA...T'{ Cone. in oil phase of the grease at time t. 
Cgoi = Origj_nal PAN Cone. in oil phase of the grease. 
Cpo = Cone. of PM~ in the permeating oil. 
_~~go = k . ( C go - Cpo ) 
f __ d.Q_go ---·- ~ r:.dt Cgo - Cpo J.. 
0 
Jn( Cgo - Cpo ) = -kdt + C 
At t = 0. 
ln( Cgoj_ ) == C 
ln( Cgo - C:e_~) _ -kt _ K ~Vo) 
Cgo~ Vg 
c uo _ ____,> 0 • 
.:.; 
ln(-GF~ ) -Cgo~ 
62 
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B. Cocputer Program 
/ I CJ S .FP· n !1 2 0 0 u~ 1 • F M 1 (. S ' 1J 1 I l n I 6 q r 0 q T () 0 i) .?. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 ~* * * J rJ ;:,, S T t~ R. T • f 1 r T f- : f. P. • r. 1 o. T 1 '~I 'F- !) /1 V : l f., ~ 1 4 ~ S 1 l
0 PCl 
( ~GF'·;:>Tf\:~! ;1.\:n rxn·t\r,TI0'! (.:"dr_IIL:\TTO\i 
C US[ LF:\ST S<JlJ.\R~:s f\0 P0.1 Xj;'-I.~\Tf:\lr~ ;ECHNTQUE 
_____ c__ ___ \;= __ "·lli!'~"l._:_::_P __ _DC __ f).f.\_T_;~_S_- -----·---------- ------------ -----
( f!-1= OECRFF LIF ~lli\JC.TICJ:~ RFQUTRt(FRCJM 2 TOt+ 
C W~= WEJGYT OF GRF~SF 
c 1\ F :::: 7, D ,"J. ~~ I r-~ p F ~~- M c (', T I ['.I G n 1 L 
C P M ~ = 'f. nv! T :".J n R T C T '·Hd_ G R E f-1 S E 
- --- ..... "-- -------- C- -- ---- ·x { T -}--~ ·v f1 LlJ ·1 E () r:· t X r T D f L - - - -- .... --------- ----- -- -- ------------- --------
r, Y{I) = 1: PA.~J PJ ~xrr nrL 
C 8 P ( 1 ) = T P1 F ( H n U R S } I 
0.0 .. ·'"' 1 _DJYJ::J\LS.J.!J.i'L\...l'1_·!J ..... _Y_L'~Q.L,_'\.?J -~n_,_.5_Q l_,}~_L L'i.:lLLfl.l\ ( 5.Q_)_,_lJ.5.DJ __,J._L')_r)_,_ ~J)_)_,_S_l5J2J () 0 0 ? f) T ~T ~~ S Ll t\J r ( •) 0 ) , F S ( '1 D ) • F I'> ( 5 () } , R F ( ~i 0 l , F\ 11 ( lJ 0 ) , H ( 'J 0 ) , \~ H ( ') 0 l , V C. ( ~ () ) 
0 0 0 1 fJ HI 1:: ~l S I G ~J F F ( S 0 ) , X S ( 5 C ) , Z l ( 5 0 ) , F M ( 50 ) t T ( ':> 0 ) , N A:-! Fl. ( 50 ) , N t\ ME? ( '1 0 ) 
0004 lO q0 KKK:l,SO 
000 _t) ----·---------- -~----- _P F ~~I) ( l_, l OJ. J·l' M -·-- ......... ---· ........ .. 
0 0 0 6 R C t1 D ( 1 , 1 1 ) l-J G , /\ c , P ,\ N 
o o o 7 R r- A n ( 1 , l 1 ) c x ( r ) , Y r r i , r = 1 , ~l } 
OOOR RFAf)il~lOO) (I'),P(I),I.:::J,~I) 
.g.g.th ~-6-~h-~-~~-~~(-~-ri/-~/~~x-';i-~~ s·x: I~-~h)~_::;.-rh-;4-;fox-;cr;rox~-F-1). 3l ______ _ 
0011 LO ~nR~AT(qX,T?,PX,Tll 
001? 100 FOR~~TC5X,l1F5.2) 
0 (j ll ___ -----·-· .. ------ '.tJ = l. (\ 
-- --~- --- --·------- ---- -· -- -·- ---- --. -·- --------------
0014 SAl=D.O 
0015 SWl:O.O 
0 () l A r.n l I= 1 , N 
.O.Dl7 s .LlJ..:XLIJ..L~iG I 
OOlA SAl=SAl+W*X(I) 
0019 SWl=~Wl+W 
00~0 1 /IP{ 1., T l-=l.() 








() 0 2 q _ _ .... . _ _ _ .. ? 0.. Sf(. 1 = S R 1 + H ~q ', n ( l , T ) -,:n:~ ~ } _ 
00'0 AL (?) =S.1 ?/f.)\-!7. 
01}~1 Rt:.(l)=S:A?/Sr'l.l 
on~? r~r~-~~7~,?4,?4 
O\tt3 24 °_1 __ ( __ ._!=_1-L..,..;.'-1 ___ _ 
001'~ S.f\_:. .. 1.0 
0015 SS=0.0 




'rJ ;·}~.--,---- ------ r):J----~--T=-,----f\ __ t I 0 ~ -1-'~ .. - . ..... - .. - !\ D ( ') ' I } .; ( \ { n -/\ L ( 'j- 1 l ) ::q p (J .;_ 1 , ·r ) -~~ }~ { J-2 ) Y,c {\ D ( J .;_ 2 ·, T ) -· 
I 0 ;n q S /'1 =- S /\ + \.-! *X f f l };: ( 1\ D ( J , T ) )~ :'.~ 2 ) 
.0040 SW=~W+W*(APIJ,I )**2J Lo ;y.. 1_~_r::_= s_:~~·!_*_U,_P_j__J -1 , r ) ** 2 l 
I 0 fVt ;> td : J ) = S l\ I S ~J '---''--'--''--'----'......:....------.0043 ? 1~{J-1)=SW/SP 
-. l 
0044 2~ nn 4 J=l,~ 
0045 ~!=0.0 
0046 S8=0.0 
·oot-t7 r;~ s t=l,l'l 
0049 S(=S(+W*Y(Tl*AP{J,I) 
0040 S S0=S~+~*(AP(J,Il**?1 
l·oo ) .. zt-:::r.JT=-sr:-rsn·-----'-----------------------...._ ____ _ 0051 WRJT[(3,12) 00'57 f)(i 7 1=1.,'~ 
Q()r.;~ 7 f,(J,f)=1.() 
0 0 S4 ----- - - --- ,\ T? ·, l T =- 1\ I. T l -----·--- -----· 
. o o 5 5 r ~ ( :,1- ~ ) ? 5 , 7 6 , ? 6 
1005~ 2~ ~n 6 I=~,~ 0 0 '5 7 !.d T , l ) =. -:\ L { I- 1 l ._...: .fl. ( I - 1 , l l - 3 1\ { I -? I .,, 1\ ( T - 2 , l ) 0-0'18 ::;1 ( 1 , T -1 1 _-.:. r. l. l l =Tr,~-;~\T.:.T;T-Tr+-L\-IT-=l.---;-r-.7l'....;:;_; __________ , __ _ 00~9 fF(~-4l10,1l,11 
OOhO ~n GG Tn ?R 
0061 11 on 0 T=4,~ 
006 ::>------------------ ---·-g- A ( ·y -, ? ) =- ·~ L { T:;,..-] )--*A rr- r,-~ 1'+/\ ( I-1-, l } :..B f., ( r:.. 7 l *A { l :..-z-,-7 )·----
0 0 A 3 n n 1 >\ T = '5 , ~~ 
0 n 6 4 l P /~ { T , -~ l = - A l ( T - l ) * /1. ( I - 1. , ~ ) + f, { I - 1 , 2 ) - R A ( T - ? ) * A ( I - 2 , 3 ) 
00_A'1 ?S 1~{'~-:-2)?7,?8,?8 1 \)6 ,) "781')(, Z 2 f :? 'I'; 
0067 11(1,Il=O. 
''0068 td?, T+1 l=O. 
OOA9 t.(3,T+?l-=0. 0(!7 o---·--------------7 2·· /\ ( lt , T + '?. l = 0.----- -·- -·-·-- ·--·-- - . ---------- -- .. - - -- ... -- --.. ·----- ~- -~---------· ----- ~------ -~··- -- -
007t 27 nn 10 J=l,M 
0 0 7 2 l 9 \-I R T T F ( '?, , 1 '3 ) ( fl ( J , I I ) , I f = J , J ) 
I
-W)7 ~ n=_ R.,.,...:;-r_v_~..:...l...:..,_v_. ____________________________ _ 
l DTt; C ,_ 0 • -
1
007'1 on q TJ=t,~· 
00.7~ C=r+~.( TJ)::<f.(TJ,TKl 
0077 P S(TKl=r 
1CH178 ····-- \v 0 TTf-(3,71} 
1 o n 7 q . ; . .~ R r T F ( 3 , 1 rt l ( s f 1.-·. t< 1 , K K = 1 , t~; l 
'n n q o 1 2 F n P ~~ ·"' r ( 1 1 1? n x , • ~< n • , 1 0 x , ' x 1 ' , 1 .'1 x , • x 2 ' , 1 6 x , • x 3 ' , 1 Ax , • x tt • l 
00Rl 13 ~0PMAT(~X,~~]~.6) 
oo~ , : R~"A"Tr-rrn<~r,-,-r::l-r;-r-,.r.,-.x-,.-CT"-,--r,.r.,·x-;,DT,-r6-x-,-,-c,.-,,"l.-r,JC-,-.-("'l)T1 
IJOlRl 14 Fn. P~AT(PY,SFl
0 .~) J 




C) "'~~ . .::., 
o ~:~r7 
OOP.9 
1 • f:l T T c.. 1 ·1, l n 1 ' -- ---. 
1 ;J 1 ~ n r ·.~ t, T ( ; j i. ·_ i l I I~~ r-> :< , ' T ·\ ~ L E t I I I I I I I(: X o, Q i J. H '~; ) l 11 
\·! P T T F ( l , 1 0 1; i 
j 0 4 F 0 p -~ t'\ T (f) X l H ':: ' ' s !\ ~ p L r J ' 1 H ~:( t I T I M F I ' 1 H ~~: ' f T 0 T .:\ L v ri L ' ' l H ,;: ' t 'l; 1\ j"lf''! 
1TTTVE',1Ht.','~¥ ~~"'QTTIVF •,JH""=,•V.EXTT.Gl'L 1 ,11~*,~ -if •,lH*,' 
·-;r----rr 1 , r Ff*- -----· 
00P9 ~PJTFf~,lOS} 
o o q o 1 o 5 r n F 11 /\ T ! n x 1 H Y,( , • N 'l 1 , 1 Lj ,~ , 7 x 1 H ::: , ' F x r T n r L • , 1 H * , ' I ~J ' , 1 · 
-------- - --- - - ~ lH ::!c' :-' 1 H~t- ~ ~l - - -#_' ' l H * '- '_·-:.:~ =---~_:-_:-:_:-:--:_!!_ 1 -' 1 H j,~ t • - _F _____ - ----' ,_11-l_>:: t I -- -- _______ y I 
0 ;) 9 1 1,J P T T F { i , l 0 t-, } 1 
0 0 q 2 1 0 6 F n r:>. "A !\ T i ~ X l H >:: , 7 X l H "!' v ' { i i flU R ) 1 .• 1 H ::~ , ' ( C r: ) 1 , 1 H >); , ' E X I T 0 I L ' , 11 
1H* 1 ' C:Pf~C.f ',lH*,'VOI .• GRF:ASF ',1H}l:,llX1H~t,1lY1Ht.~) , 
non---r-------......,7;.;; r F c ~,-rOil 
0094 107 FGP~AT{6X,qQ{ lH*)) 
C f• D P L J F D S P•'! P ~ I 0 ~l ' S P U t E 
onqs nn 7('; I=l ,i'! 
0 \l0 A . . - - -- ;-1 ( T l = { X ( l ) - 0 • l/:? 0. 
~007 XX=O. 
000~ NN=?l 
o .o q o __ r!.il _Ll4__j_= 1 • ? 1 
0100 [F(M-~)41,40,~0 
0101 41 S{~)=O. 
010? IF{M-4)43,40,40 
0 l 0 3·----------~_4_3- s (4) = 0. -- ------------ ------------0104 IF(~-1)45,40,40 
010~ 45 $(3}=0. 
0106 4C F(J)=S{l )+S{2l*XX+~(3)*XX**7+S(4l*XX**3+SC~l*XX**4 
CUD7 114 XY.= .u.:....+:....u...l.L....I.-..L...--------------------------
OlO~ ~Jl.·Jff)=O. 
0109 NM=l0 
0110 ~n llS J=l,N~.? 
n 1 l L _______ _ll ~)_ WW ( I ) = ~·: ~J{J ) +f ( ,J) + 4. ~'t tJ .j t l} ~E{ J_+?. L---~------ __ _____ _ _ __________________ _ 
0 i 1 2 7 0 F S ( I } = W \'>1 ( I l *H { I ) /1 • 
0113 IFf~~-4.)~6,AB,o~ 
')llf.,. 66 TF{ .. \F-l.}AO,At,~~ 
0 u 5 6J~on_J_4 ___ r_::_L,l'J. ________ _ 
'~ 1. 1 A 1 4 f n, ( r ' = x r r ) }:~ o • ')- r: s ! r > 
0117 ~n Tn 71 
011q ol nn 7'3 I=l,~'l 
0 11 q __________________ 7 ') F rq f l =X ( I ) - F S (J ) __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ 
0120 ~n rn 7~ 
0 lll r,? T F ( l• F- ~ • l (; j , 6 ~, ~ 4 
012? A3 nn 76 I=l.~ 
0_1 2 ?. 7 6 FJ.LLJ _::_Yj I l ~(? _._:::ESll.L ______ _ 
012~ en rn 1~ 
0}~5 64 JC(A~-~.)6'),6~,~S 
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C. Tables of Data 
69 
TABLI<J rx·A. 
DATA FOR PERHEABILF.i'Y TF.BTS ON SILICA GREASE 
( 6 % SAN'J:OCEL SILIGA Z THI CKF..:NER) 
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 
TIHE HEIGHT 
(hrs) (em) 
0 18.20 22.50 25.00 
0.5 . 17.70 22.00 24.30 
1 17.10 21.40 23.60 
1.5 16.70 20.70 22.80 
2 16.10 20.10 22.30 
2.5 15.70 19.60 2l.80 
3 15.20 19 .. 00 21.00 
4 llt-.30 18.00 19,80 
5 13.50 17.00 18.70 
6 12.80 16.00 17.60 
7 12.00 15.10 16.70 
8 11.30 llt.30 15.70 
9 10.70 13.50• 14.80 
10 10.10 12.80 l!t. 00 
-·----
.70 
TABLE IX B. 
DATA FOR PEHHEABILITY TESTS ON SILICA GREASE 
(6 % SANl'DGEL SILICA C THICKENER) 
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 
IJ.1IME HBIGHT 
(brs) (em) 
0 22.40 26.50 28.10 
l 18.50 20.00 21.80 
2 14.00 15.20 16.70 
3 10.60 11.50 12.70 
4 8.10 8.80 9.80 
5 6.20 6.'70 7.40 
6 4.70 5.10 5.60 
7 3.60 3.80 4.30 
8 2.70 2.90 3.30 
9 2.00 2.20 2.50 
10 1.55 l.r?O 1.90 
71. 
TABLE IX c. 
DATA FOR PEl~~~ABILITY TESTS ON SILICA GR}~~E 
(6 % QUSO SILICA F-22 THICKE.t\fE~) 
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 
TIHE HEIGHT. 
(hrs) (em) 
0 22.50 28.50 26.80 
0.5 20.90 26.70 24.80 
1 ).9.500 24.80 23.20 
1.5 18.50 23.50 2)_.60 
2 17.10 21.90 20.10 
2.5 15.70 20.50 18.80 
3 11+.80 19.20 17.70 
4 13.00 J.6. 70 15.60 
5 11.10 11.:-. 60 13.50 
6 9.70 12.60 11.80 
7 8.50 11.00 10.30 
8 7.40 9.50 8.90 
9 6.40 8.35 '7.80 
-
10 5.60 7.30 6.80 
----
. ·72 
TABLE IX D. 
DATA FOR PEl~ABILITY TESTS ON SILICA GREASE 
(6 % QUSO SILICA PG-32 'J:l{I CKEHER) 
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 
TIHE HEIGH'.U 
(hrs) (em) 
0 24.80 23.60 21.90 
0.5 22.60 20.00 21.40 
l. 20.70 19.50 18.20 
1.5 18.70 17.70 16.50 
2 17.10 16.20 14.90 
2 .. 5 15.L~O J.4. 70 13.60 
3 14.00 13.30 12.40 
3.5 12.80 12.10· 11.30 
4 11.70 10.90 10.20 
4.5 10.60 9.30 lO.OO 
5 . 9.60 9.10 8.40 
5.5 8.70 7.70 8".20 
6 8.00 7.50 7.00 
7 6.60 6.20 5.70 
a: 5.lt-0 5.10 l!-.70 
9 4.50 4.20 3.90 
10 3.70 3.50 3.20 
73 
TABLE IX E. 
DATA FOR PEHHEABIJ ... ITY TE..<Yl_lS ON SILICA GREASE 
( 6 % AEROSIL UNCOHPRESSED 'J.iHICKEJ."'iER) 
}{UN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 
TIHE HEIGHT. 
(hrs) (em) 
. 0~ 19.30 26.90 21-t-.80 
1 18.40 25.81 23.70 
2 17.75 25.00 22.70 
2.5 17.40 24.34 22.31 
3 17.18 24.02 21.82 
4 16.49 22.70 20.80 
5 15.90 21.90 20.02 
6 15.31 21..03 19.30 
7 14.60 20.11. 19.02 
8 14.11 19.40 17.80 
9 13.52 )_8.60 17.11 
10 13.01 17.90 16.99 
-74 
TABLE IX F. 
Data for Permeab~1ity Tests on S~1~ca Greasa 
( 6 % Aeros~1 21t9l-380 Thickener) 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
rr· Height ._lme 
(hrs) (em) 
0 22 .. 4 21.2 25.2 
1 21.5 19.9 23.6 
2 20.0 18.7 22.1 
3 18.6 17.5 20.r/ 
4 17.6. 16.5 l9.3 
5 16.7 15.4 18.1 
6 16.0 14.7 16.9 
7 14.6 13.6 15.8 
8 13.6 l2.r/ 14.8 
9 12.8 12.0 13.8 
10 11.9 11.3 13.0 
TABLE IX G. 
Data for Per·meab5.lj_ty 'Zests on Silica Grease 











































TABLE IX H. 
Data for Permeab~lity Tests on Sil~ca Grease 
(6 % Aerosi1 MOX-170 Th~ckener) 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Time Height 
(hrs) (em) 
0 21.6 22.2 23.2 
1 19.7 20.1 21.4 
2 17.9 18.6· 19.8 
3 16 •. 5 16.7 l'7.8 
4 15.1 J.5.4 16.3 
5 13.8 14.1 14.9 
G 12.5 12.8 13.5 
7 11.6 11.7 12.4 
8 10.4 10.7 11.4 
9 9.7 9.9 10.8 
10 8.8 9.1 9.5 
TABLE IX I. 
Da.t:a for Permeab1J.i ty Tests on Altu{!inum Grease 
(6 % Aluminum Oxide Thickener) 
Rtm 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Time Height 
(hrs) (em) 
0 26.30 23.30 ZL~_,80 
1 20.20 17~70 ]_8. 70 
2 15.50 ].3.50 ]_lt- 20 
3 11.20 10.00 10 •. 70 
l .. 8.2.5 7.55 8.10 
5 6.25~ 5.70 6.10 
6~ 4.65 4 .. 35 '+·65 
7/ 3.67 3.30 3.50 
8 2.60 2.1 .. 5 2.60 
9 2.00 1.80 2.00 
10 1.50 l.l~O 1.50 
TABLE X 
SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
(6 % S.ANTOCEL C THICKENER--1 % PAN IN" PER"SJ;.C:f'ING OIL) 
***********~************************************~**************************************** 
* S !\ ...,! P L F * T T ~ F t.: T n T !\ I. V \1 L t.~ ~ A n fJ I T T \1 F >:: 'l: .1\ f) [) T T T V [ * V • != X r T • 0 T L t.• H ~:.: lJ ':( 
*rrrr--~~---· ---~,-rxrr-nTl-~ 11if"---;,----,-nr---tr~(..:_-_;:...;.-_-.:;.:.::.::-.:.:.-_-Tf-*____ o,-:----z -,~ 
* * { H 0 I J P H~ ( C C ) ~' ~ X [ T 0 T L ~:: G P f ~\ <:; F ~' V 0 l • G P f= .1\ S f- * ':: >:' 
*************~**************************~=*****~****************************************** 
* ':( ~~ * )~~ )!.c :.,~ ~r '/.< 
* ---r---- * --- z-.- zs-·~:c- ---- --r.· A·o -- >:: _______ o·;r -------- ~: - -·o-.--:> T----- * -- -----o.71 ---- ,:< ------o-.-7 o---- ~,-- --o ."fio--- -- ,~ 
* * * t.( # ,~ * l!~. :(.c 
$ 2 * 4.00 * 2.QQ * 0.01 * 0.3r * n.l7 * 0.34 * O.AA * 
* * :',:: * ~( * * ~( * 
-* 3 .,:-6-;trr;r~~--t.t o • u ~, ::: o.,;; 2 *'" cr;;-5"3-~' u • 4 o--.~~- .'J • "> '+ ~, 
* .,,. * * >,'c )~ ..:{ :!t' * 
* 4 * 14.80 * 7.70 * 0.11 * 0.85 ~ 1.01 * 0.75 * O.?S ~ 
1r. , .. .,, ~' >:C >',; 
* * * * '(c ·---s---,~---lg. 55··,"----- D. 50---,:(- () .-~t-1 .... * ----o.t:Jt- ------·>:: ··--· ·1.11 -- ):(- ------o.-rs ------~:-: -------(y~-1c:;---- r., 
t.c * >:: ;~ ,., ,. * ~ * * 
* A ~ 22.30 * 10.90 * 
* ~: )~ * 
0. 74 >:< 
•'• ~-
, ('\ ') 






-* *-7>).-o--o-:~~-r.-:ro--,j{----rr.-.. 11--,..._---r~-::rq--,:c---l.-.-c-;7~ 
* ~( * t,' ~r * 
* R * 27.50 * 13.PO * 
~c -,e, * 
)'' ,. 





* "2<"i ."?0 * l ') • r. n- . - * 0 • <) a )~: l • l --.:. ~c 2 • () n 
:o:~ 'l'f 




* ~c o.c;q 
>:r 





















* ~:( 1 0 * 1 R • 7 c: * 1 >:) • i, 1 ':c 1 • (! r·, ~~ 1 • 1 '· ~' ? • 1t n ~: l • r. n ,:, :1 • -' t: 
**********************************~****************~~************************************ 
11' _ r 0'p ·HJ T1\T GDV ~. C-;;' / 4'T1\~ n T O-'P r1 ~ .. r I'·' :'D-;';' t .::"C' -• - 1 .r..... ..LJ.I J.\.u.~..... ... ......... .tLi.l ;.;. ~ .... \ ... u ....... ~.....,.u 
Z :: 1-( %PAN IN GREASE / FINAL %Pili'\ IN GHE.~.SE ) 
f~ : CALCULATED FRO~-; SI,:OOTHED OIL CONCEl\TRACTION VS OIL VOLUHE DATA 
~ 
CX> 
m.r. BLT 7 
..... i.. .Jr..:..~ XI 
Exrp'r) r, n mro·,,\·:· t, j;"'l'r'lii"'P C' Q"'~"'l~..L'~.,.Q '\T -.t:\..ot1..V J. .1. .ti. .L..u.... ..; ... u;- J.. .,, 
(6 % S.fu·JT'OCEL C TEICKE:TER--1.13 % PAN IN GP.E.ASE) 
•********~**********~***~************************~******************~******************** 
*SA MDL t: '~1 T l ·'-1 [ * TnT 1\ L V r. L * '): /1. f);) T T I \1 t.: :;: 'Y. fl:) i) 1 T [ V F ~< V • ;::: X I T • f1 I L ):-: .11 ~' fi * 
-* NIJ * *----r"'X t 1 :!TL*---~"-r-------*---·r-r·-·----i!,:~---·-_-....:·..:-----H~'r----'F·---~-· ---......,--·-* 
* :t.'l: (Hr:uPl~' ((f.) * CXTT ilTL ':' GR[I\SF .:~vrlt.t,RF/\SF >',: ~< ~' 
************************************************************************************~**** 
* * * * '{.: * )): * * * -~---·* ----o-.-o··-- *-------· o·.-a ----·-:>= -----r~·ll ____ ,~ · --- 1 ;11- --- ,:, ------ o. o --- >:c--·--r-. oo-·· }:~ -----1 .• ·oo ------- * 
* * * * ~:~ ~( * * * 
* 2 * 3.00 * 1.25 * 1.00 * 0.9A * 0.16 * O.P7 * 0,87 * 
* ),'< * ~' ~t :/,< * ,..c * 
'* .3 * 5. 80 l!t t. 9'5 ~! 0. 91~· u;fq->X G-;JA~CT. 70 * tr;7\,' *' 
* * * * ):.: >:' * * * 
* 4 * R.Ao * ~.15 * 0.88 * 0.~1 * o.66 * o.~l * o.~o * 
* * * >!' >:~ >;c )~ * * 
* -----5- ~~-r~-~-'5 o- *----- T. 5o---- t..: ..... ----0 ;n 1-·-- ,:: -- --· -o. ~~ 7-- --· -t.~ ----- o .-q A--- * --- ---o ;':\ 3--- *-- - -o -. "1?·-·- ·* 
* * ;'t * :(~ i,~ * ~( * 
* 6 * 17.80 * 0.45 * 0.65 * 0.24 * 1.21 * 0.?1 * 0.20 * 
* J!c * ~' * >:: * * ~c 
·;:c *"7 U • ,:;cr-~c 1 U.f, 0 ~ 0 • it 0 >!~ U. 1 7 t,c -:-T6--,~ 0 • I '5 :Ji: 0 • l? lf 
* * ~( * ;( ::',.: -.:: * * 
* R * 23.SO * ll.qO * 0.13 * O.ll * 1.53 * 0.10 * O.OG * 
* * * * * * * * * -.. ---q-·---  ·-76-;8 0 ·-·-l't.lO --- ------0 ~-OA ------ ~: --- 0. C4 --- - -- 1 • RT -· -  ------o-.-o 3 ---*'-----·o. 07- -----  
* * * )~ . ~:: }~ * ~: :l!~ 
*· lC * "30.20 ~' lA.GO "" 0.01 '~,: 0.01 ':' 2.17 -.:: 0.01 >.<t 0.0 * 
* * * * * * * * * 
-* t 1  3? .-t~-r:-"" 1 r..-c·rr--):r----cr.-rr---;;.:-----r-~-:;1-----,:c-·--7;)T--,:c-·-·---n--;n'1 ..... -o-;-o--.. -~
*******************************************~*~******************************************* 
Ti' - o,~D ;, 'H -p," GPt" •\ C'"k: I Q'i:"/'~'t:.I'~'i!' l· L C/D 1\ 'i\T r.~.~,T G1':J"' !, C:'r<' 
- _ - tv• ... u" ........... •'"""'*'·~.,;..,;., ..:..\•\..1 l,r. ;o .. "'~' ~ J..l.J;. .. u:i..J.JM 










.l. ·.I.JJ!. XIII 
EXTRACTION AJ:i'':[IER E)ORPTION (9 % SANI0CEL Z TEICKEXER--1.42 % PAN. IN GREASE) 
-•*******************~****************************~*************************************** *~AMPIF * TIM[* TGT~L vn! * ~ AODITIVF*~ A00ITJV[ *V.EXIT.0TL * H * N * 
*-rqn--* -~, -rXTT---"ITTc--~l{ ·-y-N-------,~<-------·-n~--------·v;~~::..-·.:...-_·;_-:_ _.::..:...;._Jg, r t.t------y---------,;,· 
* * { 1-H1 U P ) )~ ( C C ) f.! F. X T T 0 f L ,;, r.. P F 1\ S [ .,.,. V n L • C P. f: A S E >:< * ,., 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * -~-----*----o-.-o ---,:;t------o·.-o---;., ----,_-~-4 r---- ,:-:------r.-4~ ----- -------o .n- ----- -----r. oo- -. ----T.-oc------- :..~ 
* * * * * * * * * * 2 * 4.10 * 1.50 * 0.96 * 1.23 * 0.?1 * 0.87 * 0.85 * 
* * * * * * * * * * 3 * 7 • I 0 ,:;c ? • 6 0 :.1: u • 9 2 * 1 ;;-ro * o-::r 6---v, 077-cr-l.'t 0 • 7 5 * 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 12.00 * 4.20 * o.B6 * o.q3 * o.59 * o.~~ * o.62 * 
* * * * * * * * * ·----s--·- -72. 5o---),., ---7. 4 s---,:<----o. 7?.------~:t·-- ------o. 6?. -- ---~c---------1 ~ 04-------~,----o ~-44-- ----·-o-.-.,P. ----
* * :',< * >:: "'"' J!c ~c * 
* 6 * 2A.4C * 8.65 * 0.61 * 0.53 * 1.21 * 0.37 * 0.31' * 
* * * * * * * * * -~ 7 ~~ o * s-:-s 5 "!< o • 5 s ~, o-~-44--t., T-;-3 r * o • 3 1 * o • 2 _) * 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 8 * 36.40 * 11.35 * 0.42 * 0.35 * 1.58 * 0.?5 * 0.17 * 
* * * * * ~( * )~ * * -----9---- ,1:- -4 T:1 o- *--1 T.-qs---~(---- -o-.-·:n -----,:, -- -· o .- '27 ------ -~~-- - - -T. 81-- ----*------o-.-1 q----:..'! ----o .-Tr--- * 
* * * ~' * * * * * 
* 10 * 55.40 * 1s.qs · * o.1s * o.16 * 2.??. * o.11 * o.o3 * 
* * * .'1.< ':: * * * * -r--r1--~6TJ-;-D-s-* t-rr;;tt?-~" o. 0"5~ o-.---,_ 3 :-,. ~...-~-r;- 7 * o. 09 :(!:' o. oo * 
* * * >): * * * ~( * 
* 12 * 71.0~ * l9.Q5 * n.o * n.l? * ?.7R * O.oa * 0.0 * 
**********************************************~*******«********************************** 
F .. = %PAN IN" GREASE I ORIGINAL %PAJ\ Ih~ GR:!.:::ASE 




SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
(6 /[ QUSO SILICA G-32 11J-IICKE~\TER-·-l % Plu'I IN P:2Rt-'lEATING OIL) 
***********~*******~~************~****~**~**********************************************# *S,~MPI F: ~' TT:'vp:: •:-: Tr!T:\l v:lL :::: ~ 1\DnTTTVf':''R l\[}f1ITIVE '"'V.F-XIT.OTl * fi >:' 1J ~: 
"*~tJ ~ ~~-:,:< IN >:< fl\f---;n,-~-.::,;;.:_~_.::;;;..-.: ... ::..:.-.:...-.::;:-zr)~ ~' ~{ 
* 'rf. (HnURI*- {( () >:: r:xiT GTL ':' r;!JE\Sr :>!'VnL.I,RF"·SE ~:.: >:' >){ 
***************************************************************************************** 
* J!t ::;~ * * ~'. ~' * * 
•· --,~--·--·7-.lrr~l<"----r;-gu---.---o.·o·------:<,------o·.-·28·------,:: --· -·-·o-~:76------.:(---,J.-73~--- ~, ------o.7-r---- · ,:~ 
* * * ::: >X * * * * ~ ? * ~.3o * ~.so * o.o7 * a.~? * o.52 * 0.43 * o.~7 * 
* * t,: t,' >';< * >;t * ;'< 
x--: .3 ~, r • '1 u t.: 5 • 5 '5 ~~ 1 • o 7 ;;, -;rr~ o-;-r 6--," u .-s-s--,.'{ u • '+ z '/.: 
* ~( ~{ =-::.: :;,~ * :;': ~~ ~: 
* 4 * q.50 * 6.80 * 0.14 * O.A4 * 0.93 * O.AH * 0.3? * 
~~ *~ ::c: * ~::: * ~( ~c " ~r 
*---------:;· -*---rs-.-9 o-;)c--ro·.;<io--.---,;.::----- -o .6 7 --- --*· ·-·-·--·-·1. l? ----,:c ---- .1 ;4n-------*· -·---o ;qo---*·--. 0 ~·lo---- :.:~ 
>-" * * * ~< ,;, * ~( * 









P. :>;c 20.50 * 




* * * ~ 15.60 * o.ss * 1.24 * ?.14 * 1.00 * o.o * 
* * * * l!c * * * ,;c 
* -- o-----* 3I.P.() >:r -17.n.i) >'~ l.or;, •:• 1.?4 :;: ?.'•4 ~: r.OO '~ -- 0.0 * 
*******************************************~********************************************* ~., o!p r. ;·,r .1."' ·"' ··:>r;> II "E / ,..,-l".T .... ·;. c '0 ~ -N- IN G-l::::~.,-, ,\c.,.., ~ ::; /0 i'U~ l'l IJ.l:u!J~i~V ; l' J.UU-i jO~ .i-U I :\.C.i'UJ..I!. 


























SORPTION BY SILICA GHEASE 
( 6 % QUSO SILICA F-22 THICKE:i>IEH--1 % PA.N IN PEI<l·lliA'l1IN'G OIL) 
**************~~************~************************~*********************************** ~' S '\ M P L F * T I ~: F ~' H) T /\ l VI J L :>:: ~: A n n I T : V F ,~, u! tVi 11 I T I V [ ~:~ V • F X I T • Ci I L * fi >:< :; * 
-*--NO ~~ ---*--FXTT : J I L * ~~----,:r------1 N-----;r-J.c~·=·.::.·..;...-:.:::::.;:.-_·..:_-.;_;-11'1,i - >:c----z. -* 
* * (HCHJP}~~ (C Ci ~:: !=XIT OTL ~::: GRFt.Sf. :;:ViJL.!,RfASF. * * * 
*********************************************************~******************************* 
* * * * * * * * * --r----- --- ·o • o --- ·:: -------- o .-o- ------ ~:::------- o ~ o -- - >:< ----- -- o. o- -- ;'<-- -- o. o ---- -~' ------- -o ~-o --------  --------1 -~-oo ----  
* * * * * * * * * * 2 * A.50 * 1.50 * 0.0 * 0.70 * 0.20 * 0.15 * O.A~ * 
* * * * * * * * *  3 :"!,: 1 o . 't-r~(-r./'iv~~ u • , x- cr;3·1--,r---o-;;""3"1-~.-z4- ., ---u-.--r&--~-
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 15.00 * 1.40 * 0.01 * 0.42 * 0.46 *· 0.33' * 0.67 * 
$ * * * * * * * * *---c:;---*--22~·u;--~(-----'5·;.·oo----):~------o-.-12 _____ - ---------o.s<)··- --..:c-- o.6R---~:: ----- o.-4s---- ~!-------o.-sc:;------ t.< 
* * * * ~ * * * * 
* 6 * ?g.?o * 6.~o * 0.?A * o.74 * o.oo * o.57 * o.~3 * 
~' >:c ~c 
* ~ r * 31~ • z;-o-~:::----r.,ou ,~ ir:-·:r6 
* 
~' ::,'t l(c 
* * * * l;: 0-:-B--r:t:;---~:c I ;, O'J--  0 • 6 6 :::<,..---(,.,..! -. ~3--.-4· 





* R * 40.~0 * 9.20 * n.44 * 0.94 * 1.25 * o.73 * o.27 * 
* ~c ~' .,.;-: '>:: ,;c ~c: * * 
* ----q--- ~, - t+ 1~ 3 c -* -- --:. o·. R o--- ~,---- -o -. '5 ?---- ,:, ----- 1. 04- --- ~, ---- - 1 • 1t 7- - -- ~:,----o .-R o -- ~:.:----- o-. 20-- >,'t 
* * ,:c ~:: ~:: ::'"' * * •* 
* 10 * 54.40 * 12.40 * 0.(4 * 1.12 * 1.6Q * O.B7 * 0.13 * 
* >(: >;: ~: >:< ~' '~ * * 
'~ 11 :.:·-6T;3--c-'~' "4.! Ju >i-- rr~ 7 7 :;~ t ~;,- -1 ~;: ... --('n~ 0. <J 2. * v~--c~ :;.: 
* * * '!:-: ~:: ~.:: ::!c ~~ t./· 
* 1? * 60.50 * 15.'50 * 0.84 * 1.?4 * 2.11 * 0.9A * 0.04 * 
>',( 'l,c l(c '~· * * * 'l,c ~~ 
* --1 .,, - -- " * "7 7. 4 c - ~' -- 1 7 • ? 0 --- -- >:' - - 0 • (' .., - - >:: 1 • 7 7 * 7 • '3 4 * " " 0 • 9 8 '::: 0 • 0? - >;< 
* * t.~ '~ ~:~ 1!.: ):: * * 
* 14 * 01.00 * 20.40 * a.oq * 1.29 * 2.7A * 1.00 * n.o • 
* * ~: l(: l(: * * ..;c ~' 
-*" r 5 *--c"l"l-;;-:n;-,:. :rr~-r,~ ;<,:---r.""""Grr----,-::---r.---::>f"'·-----:.:,---- -7 ;8 A---- -*"----1·.:-nil--*'-------c-.----n----- *' 
*************************************************~********~****************************** 
F = %P fJ.'[ L·T G~:SASE / FI:X..:~L %?.:J'; I~'~ G.2.EA.SE 
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EXTRACTION P..FTER SORPTION 
( 6 % CAB-0-SIL N-5 T:diCKEl~-ER--1.19 % PAN IN GREASE) 
********************~=******************************************************************** 
* 5 1\ ,"'! P l E * T I ~'i F >:< T n T /.1. I_ V r l L ~· ::~ A !J 'J ! T 1 V F: >:: -~ !\ fi ;) I T T V E ':< V • F X T T • ll I L ':• II * II t.: 
-*---,.-~0--* ~r-~, 1 l',r----;:-::---:·':',~ tr~,-......;.·:...:..·::..-_::..;.:....:·...:.-_-.:.:.:.;.-;r-~.~ - * ~,~ 
* :::c ( H n tJ R ) :;: ( (. C. ) ,;.: != X T T fl T L t.< G K. F :\ S f ;~ V nl • r, P F A S [ ~:< ;-.: 1(: 
********************~******************************************************************** 
* -,:, * * ~· :.:c * * * 
-* --r----,-= ---o .-o ---,;(---cr. o- ---::,---- ---r.l 9- ----- >:,- -- -----,-~-1 o ----- ,-;: ------o. o ---- :.::: -------1. o o---- -- * --- --T. ocr-- * 
* * * * * 
-J. ,,. f.< .):-:-
* 2 * 7.00 * 1.1~ * 1.00 * 1. 04 '" .... O.R7 -* 0. P,f:, -·· ....
* * * * * * 
~{ ,;, 
-~c 3 5'~---r-T:~  3 • 6 '5 ">:< 0 • 9 6 o;;·---.l,....J -. Tr:; --~,,..· 
- -· 
,.
* * * * * 
~'t 
* 4 * ?2.50 * 4.05 * 0.88 * o. 61 * 
* * * * * * -.---.,----.--3-a·.-n o-->:c--- 6-.- P.o---.:, --- o .77 ----- ,~ - ---- o. 4 -r --- -,;.- -- -o. 92 ------ _-~., -----o. 39 -----*- ------o .-~ ?--- * 
* * ~' * t,< :i< t,c :(c :>,~ 
* 6 * 4?.15 * 9.60 * 0.41 * n.zo ~ 1.30 * 0.?4 * 0.15 * 
~ 1,< :1,~ *. * :(~ ;'t: * * 
-* 7 -~~0-.l)CJ* I 1. C :' :::. u-;-T;:;--~~ ::r.-72--,:, I. "£;9--* IJ--:l~-,;, o---;-n-0--,~-
* * * * :::~ :>!{ * * ~~ 
* R * 54.55 * 1?.25 * O.OQ '}: o. i p ):{ 1. 66 >): 0.15 
·* 0.05 J!~ 
* * * * * -,:: * * * * --- ·q------*- 66 ·~ 15-- ~,--15.-25·----->!,----------o~ a--------·.:,------- -o.13- -,:, ---- "?. 06 - *- ----o .--1 r · ----*----o-.o -- - ·:t-
* * * * 1,: >:: >;: * i: 
* 10 * 74.0~ * 17.0~ * o.o * 0.1~ * 2~Jn * 0.11 * o.o * 
***********************~*******************~*~******************************************* 
7 = %P1~l'T IlT GP.EASE / o:~IGINJl..L %PA .. "'T IN GRE!-~.SE 
y_ = (~~PAN - FINAL %PAN)/(ORIGINAL %PAN - FINAL %PAN) f3 
~
 











0 H 8 ~ 0 Ul 
*



































































































SORPTION BY'SILICA GREASE 
.. (6 % CAB-0-SIL E-5 THICKENER--2 % P.f\JJ IN PERHEATING OIL) 
'******~****~****~******************************************~*******~********~=**~********* $5A~PLF * TT~c * TnT~L VOl * ~ AOnlTIVf*~ AnDJTlVF *V.~XfT.OIL * V * ~ * 
-~--rro-?.t------,.r:-FXTT--oTr.-·!';: ____ Tf{---~*~-----· ·1 1\J'-- --·· --:!~ * ...;; __ ...;;·:_·...;; __ -..:.._ fHc----r-·---,~ z-·---·-·;.;, 
* * CHnUF}* (C C) * EXIT nTL * GRFASF *VOL.GRFAS~ * * * 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * -* ----r--~*----'5 .-1 rr··.l!<---r.7o ___ ____ :o-.-o--- -;;, -----o .·14 ----- - -·--o-.-1 A -- ---o .-14 ___ -- -----n-.-or) -- ·i,: 
* * * * * * * * ~ 
* 2 * q.45 * 2.70 * o.o * 0.74 * 0.~7 * 0.30 * 0.70 * 
* * * * * * * * * "* -~ '*-·rt)-;-'+o-r.~ 't-;-ro~. u 1+---~~ 1 • u 7 •'X r:-~::--·· 
* * * * * * * 4 * 1B.30 * 5.00 * 0.09 * 1.27 * O.hA * 0.52 * 0.49 ~ 
·* * ;<: * ;~ * t,( ;'c >!: 
-.-----s--~~--z,-.--lo--*·-----A.-1 o---.,."·---- -o-;?o-----~~ -·-·-t·. 5 o----,~------0.-R ,-- ·- -~~------o-. n·t-- *--o-.-3q------* 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 6 * ?9.40 * 7.qo * 0.48 * l.A2 * l.OR * 0.74 * 0.?6 * 
* * * * * * * * * ~ 1 *j-z---:o-v* s. 'i u * o. 7 o -.:: 1 ,;-q r *--l.-::ro-* o. r r * o:-z3 ..;, 
* i: * ~~ * ~( * * * 
* A * 34.50 * 9.40 ~ 0.97 * 2.04 * l.?R * O.R3 * 0.17 * 
* * '* * * * * * * -----g---- - -- '• r. lt o --l!,---1 o·. BO ----*~--1-~-3r----- ----- 2. ? r- --- ~' ---- -1-.-,tT -----,"----o-~-~~q- ----·*·-----o ~Tr---- · · 
* * * * * * * * * * 10 * 46.50 * 12.40 *· 1.61 * ?.35 * l.~q * 0.95 * 0.05 * 
* t: ~c: 'J!-: ~ * ~:: * * 
"*---r r * 52. 1 o *----r3~ c;s ,': 1-;1r4--~, _ ~--4"3--,:.: 1 .-go--* o. r,g >c- cr. u 1 * 
* * * >:: >:: o;< * * * 
* 1~ * ~3.00 * 14.00 * 1.8R * ?.44 * 1.0) * O.Q9 * 0.01 * 
* * * * * * * * * - --T~-- ,'1:-- sr. 70--,::-·-----· l'Y;Pc----- ~~- -----·1·. sA·----~:· ·-------z. 4 7 · ··--- .::t ---- ? • 1. fJ -- -:::~ ------r. oo ---- \( ___ -- o-. o---
* * * ,;{ >!: * ;'c * * 
* 14 * ~s.1r * 17.?0 * ?.nn * ?.47 * ?.~5 * t.oo * 0.0 * ****************************************************~*******~*********~****************** 
F = %P Ai.~ IN G:{S..t:..SE I FINAL % Pl!..N IN GREASE 
.. z = 1 - (%PAN Il·r GRE.!~E I FINAL %Plu'I IN GREASE) \0 
i'V 
T..'~BLE Y:I..V 
EXTlli\CTION AFTER SOl~~ION 
(6 % CAB-0-SIL H~5 THICKENER--2.47 %. PA..."tll IN GREASE) 
***********~********~~******************************************************************* * S A M P l F ,;: T 1'~ C:: t; T rJ T Al V 0 L t.: ~ ~. !) D T T I V F ~r ?.: J\ n n T T I V 0 ,-c V • r X T T • D rt ~;,: 11 * ft ,, 
-:.~,-n--·-.; ---•• ---r-v-T-,---rrrc----- -----r!\l •• ~r----~~~..----· ---------·-- --------.-r-... · 
,.. 1'1\J ~ ~ c 1\ ~ 1 • ...,. 1 t~ ~- ~' ;.,t .. ----------r~ ,.y. 
* * (HQURl* (C () * rxiT niL * G~FASF *VOL.GREhSE * * * 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * ·--j·--,'<--- ·c;";o·--*------o-~-o---.---7-;4 T---- ~r-------z .-47 _____ -~' ·--. o. o ------- :.:c----r.-oo-----. -------1 ;·orr·-----  
* * * * * * * * « * 2 * 0.00 * ?.00 ~ l.QO * l.Qn * 0.26 * O.AO * -O.AO * 
* * * * * * * * * 
-* 3 ,.~---nr-~uCJ* 3 • 9 a * r • B o ~! 1 • 57 ,:r. o .-,r * O-;-s-tt * u • A 3 * 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * zs.oc ~ 5.50 ~ 1.10 * 1.26 * 0.12 * o.51 * o.~o * 
* * * * * * * * * -..---5 ____ ___ 31~-,~-o--*"-----7.?0·-----*"-- ---T.60 --- ~'~- -------n.-cn-~ -- ~'t----- o.qs---*------o-.·~q-- ----~c·-----~-o-.-37 ___ ~:
* * * * * * * * * * 6 * 40.50 * 9.00 * 1.10 * 0.70 * l.lR * O.?R * O.?.A * 
* * * * * * * * * 
-* 7 >fc-z;s:-o·r;-¥~-o • 3 0  !).-9 1 'J,c o·:;-r;j--~::: l • 3 6--~: u. ;? ?. ~c 0 • r 9 "" 
* * * * * * * * * * 8 * 5?..50 * 12.00 * 0.6? * 0.35 * l.5R * 0.14 * 0.12 * 
* * * * * * * * * ----q--~-  5A-~3C -~- --13.1o-·· -- -o.4~ · ~:: o.7f, -----1.72- --------.:J.l-r·····::c--·-o·-.op----  
* * * * * * * * * 
* 10 * 67.00 * lA.OO * 0.12 * 0.10 * 2.11 * 0.04 * 0.01 * 
* * ~ * * * * * * 
-q--1 1 t.r~-r;;-11 u * ; J. 0"1--~c--v.a7--.,;: ,_ • -3D~ 0 • tJ3 ~:r 0 • r: 'fr 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 1 ?. * g 1 • 1 o * 1 0. 6 o * n. o ;': o. t!7 ~" '. c; r~ * 0. o ~ * o. n * 
**************************************$*****~**ft*******~**~****************************** 
"L' c.'p ~ -:-.~ Il'· r G"'~·.-. ·' cE / Ol'')IGI~,r ~. T IJ'p ·j l\'1' ~.l-:-.j Gi:l"'l' t c ~ 
...;;: = /0 ... J.U~ 'i .i.\.U~ "\ · .;. •• ...u /0 ~U\ .h .. _.. .. ~.,._. 
Y = (%PlaN - FINAL %P .. ~"i)/(ORIGINAL %PAN - FINAL %PAJ."{) 
\0 
\..!ol 
.. TABLE XXVI 
SORPTION BY SILICA GP~E 
.. (6 % CAB-0-SIL H-5 THIClffi'TI::R--3 % PAN IN PEPJ·IEATING OIL) 
~*************************~***********************************~************************** 
* S h M P L E * - T T. \H: ::• T 0 T f, L V fl L * 'Y. t.. r)[) I T 1 V [ ~( 9.!. A n i! T T I V F t.: V • EX t T • 0 1 L ':< # ':' U * 
~ NO * *~* IN 5:: '"' lnf'"..:..-:...-=.-..:..-:;:.:::_-:_-..:..-..:..--:;.-u* -* Z. ,;,· 
* * !HGURl* (C Cl * EXIT OTL * GRE~Sf *VOL.GPEASE * * * 
********************************•******************************************************** 
* * * * ~ ~ * * * *- ·· -1-- *----R;. c o··-*-----T.-·q;---* -- ---o-;-o ---- -- .:;.,-- --- T-. o&·---- --~<·----- o·;""'> 2 --- -*·-------o-.- 2q----,~---- --o~-7 r-- * 
* * * * . * * * * * 
* ? * 11.50 * ~.40 * 0.01 * 1.44 * 0.45 * 0.40 * 0.60 * 
* * * * * * * * * ~~.St1 '* tt.e\..• * 0-;v-t~ 1~~~ 0.61 * 0 .. 5"'-t~ 0.40-----xr 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 22.55 *. 6.40 * 0.?4 * 2.40 * 0.95 * 0.67 * 0.33 * 
* * * * ~ * * * *  ------1)--•--7 8-:.·ls- ------7~ 90 ___  ____ o-.-7q ----~c- -------2 ~-77 ---- ):~----------1-~ 04- --~:< ---- o-~-77-- x:-------o-. 7.3--- --~:--
* * * * * * * * * * 6 * 11.40 * ~.90 * 1.35 * 2.98 * 1.18 * O.A3 * 0.17 * 
* * * * * * * * * "* ~F::-r:.~' 1 o . 4 o >:: ,_::u-s * 3. ~ ,,--~ r .;--rp--* u·;rro--· .. , o-. to * 
* * * * * * * * * * A * 4~.00 * 12.00 * 2.50 * 3.43 * 1.59 * 0.05 * O.C5 * 
* * * * * * * * * - --q----*- -46. 5 5··-f,<- --1 T.-1 5- ----,.~------ 7. 7 6---- - ----3-~ 5? - - - ~" -- ---, • 7 1+ - - --  ----o .-<:>a-----· ------o-; or· - -
* * * * * * * * * * 10 * 50.40 * 14.~5 * 2.ao * 3.58 * t.qo * 1.00 * o.oo ~ 
* * * * ~~ * * ·:~ ;~ 
-r--r 1 * '> '5 • I 0 * ! 5 ;? S 5:! 2 ;·erR---);' ~ • "5-s;---~ ? • o·f..-----..:c l • 0 ·J ~ 0 • U -v. 
* :l(c * * * * '(c * * 
* 12 * sn.00 * lA.R0 * 1.00 * ~.so * ?.~? * 1.00 * 0.0 * 
***********************************~****************************************************~= 
_F = %PAN IN GREJI..SE / FINAL %PAl\' IN GREASE 









































0 H (~ 
0 ~ E~ ~--4 f.>::t 
!fABLE XXiJIII 
SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
(6 % .AEROSIL UNCOHPRESSED THICKEiillR--1 % P .... ~~ IN PEPJ·1EATING OIL) 
***************************************************************************************** 
* S A H P L E * T T 1'~ f . ~~ 1 'J T 1\ l V fl L * 2 ~ f) G 1 T I V t= * '?, !\ D CH T T \i E ~~ V • r:: X I T • 0 I I. * # * f! * 
""*-~* ~(TXt T n i'L*- . i'-r----;c--T·~r----.;r*:..-~-:.:=..:..::...-..::-.:..:.:-tr* ;..'< Z: ):: 
* * ( H n l J R l * ( C: C. l ~: 1- X f T n T l. ::',{ r; ~~ E A S r. -,:c V 0 L • G R E !\ S F )~ * ~: 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * 
-.- ~~-1-- ---4-.s-o-.,~-----·-r ~ 4-s------~~--------o·.-os ---· --~, - ---o :1s ·· -~, ·- --·--o-.-19 -- -*--------o-.-1 5 ·-----.-------a-. R 5----- ~~ 
. * * * * * * * * * 
* ? * l6.QO * 4.15 * 0.10 * 0.48 * 0.53 * 0.40 * O.AO * 
* * * * * * * * * "* 3 *--"7-r-;3l')i:c :) • 3 0 >:c o-:-T:3--·;;, 0 • 1)-c--* 0 • 58 ::.,'t 0 • 50 )): 0 • 50 >;( 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 29.~o * 7.6o * a.?5 * o.7R * o.q1 * o.66 * o.14 * 
* * * * * * * * * -,:c·--s---- ·- 4o-~-s r--.:~---: 1·.-o 5 ----):~----·').·51------.;;: - ---r.-o o- ----,:~ ---·- -- 1 ~ 4 7 ----- :.:~------o .-r.,+ _____ -----o ~-1 b -------- ~
* * * * * ~ ~ * * ~ 6 * 44.90 * 17.35 * 0.67 * 1.06 * 1.58 * O.A9 ~ 0.11 * 
* 1,-:: * *' }~t" ~( ' ~~ '~~ ~ 
-* * 41"). "Gu* 1 .'3~ 5 ;:, o. r > ~: 1. HT ___ * 1. r o--,r. o-;-g-:z--,., o. ern ~= 
* * * * * * * * * * R * 54.00 * 14.2~ * O.A4 * 1.13 * 1.q1 * 0.95 * 0.05 * 
* * * * * * * * * ·-----q·-- - --A;;. 30 -i.-e·--·· -r7 ·'t s·- ---· -- -- ··o·,; G1-- ·--- ... ~ - --- ·1 .-1 c ·· ·- · ):~ -----?.. -zt.,. -~~- ----r-~·oo----- ------o·:oo· ·--
* * * * * * * * * 
* 10 * 6~.~c * 18.35 * J.Go * 1.10 * 7.35 * 1.00 * o.o * 
* \'f: ':c t' ~:-.:: :..~ 't,r * >:-: 
·i!J: r! * 1 ~.un-o 19. ,,, ;:c---r:-r:n-~;;~----r:!·-r.-----,x--~-1:Jl--~"' -;rro * (J. 11 *" 
***************************************************************************************** 
-F= %PAN IN G:REI•..SE / li'I.l\AL %PJ.:S r:·; GREA.SE 





















































































.SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
.(6 % AEROSIL 2491 THICKENER--1 % PAl.'{ IN PEm·iEATING OIL) 
\******************~*****************************~*******~******************************** 
* S t~ M P l E * T I'-1 F .::~ T n T !\ L V Gl :i< 'f- 1:- D 0 T T 1 V t: ':~ ~ /\ n n I T I V E ,;, V • F X I T • 0 I L ,~ # * 11 ~' 
~---Nn * ~~F)( I f fi I L ·' -rl\J -:; Dr---,r~~".;;.::;_-.;;.-:;,;;::.:..:..-.:.:.-..:..-_:.:.:.-fr* F * ._ ~(-
* ~'c ( H flll P ) * { C C ) * F X T T 0 I L * G R F \ S f * V n l • G R f .i\ S E ~' * ,;: 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * ----1---~!--- q·-.-o o-,:, --- -·T.-ro----:::.:-----u-~-o------- - - ---a-.--; l-- ---  -----o-. ?9 --- -----u-.--zT-- :::~----- o-~-71 ___ --~, 
• * * * * * * * * 
* 2 * 20.00 * 4.60 * o.o * 0.65 * 0.63 * 0.53 * 0.47 • 
* * * * * * * * ~,-2 ~ • 4---o-* 6 • (J 0 :~: 0 • (J q * 
* * * * * * 4 * 29.50 * 7.?0 * o.?4 * n.oo ~ 0.98 * o.74 * o.2h 
* * * * * * * * * --~--* --3T.-qo·-~:·-----fr.-To-- ------n .-~p----~1 ----o.-qT---*------·-r.-11---,"------o--.7q··--;;,-----o-~ ?.1 ----
* * * * ~ * * * * 
. * . 6 * 3 0 • 4 0 * q • ') 0 >-'( 0 • 5 7 ~:: l • 0 A * l • 3 0 * 0 • R 6 >:~ 0 • 14 ~~ 
'* * * * * * * * * .* ~z,:-s:-nu-"~ 1 U.IJO  o • 7 7  l • I 3 ::.:c -r;-4q "" 0 • n Z .:;:c o-;usl ;:: 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 8 * 51.?0 * 12.45 * 0.9? * l.lA * 1.70 * 0.96 * 0.04 * 
* * * * * * * * * -- --- q----  ·57. 30 --.:,------1 4.? n--·--- :.:~- ·----- o-.-qA ---·-·,;: --------1 ~? 1 -------::~----- --r. q 4 · --- -.:c-----o ;99-----~::- ------o·.-o-r- - .:, 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 10 * 67.90 * l6.AO * 1.00 * 1.?2 * 2.21 * l.OO * 0.0 * 
* * * * * * * * * 
·o r J ""' 72 .'fu~' 11. Rrr-·-,::- 1. t\,J ~ r~77---,:c--7·:-4·.:,----~,~~---r;no--,r- tJ. u '* 
******************************************************************************~********** 
·F = %P.tu\ IN GR:ZltSE / FINAL %Pii..L~ IN GREASE 








SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
(6 % AI'!ROSIL 2491-380 THICKENER--l % PAN IN PEH11R4.TING OIL) 
=**$**$******~****~~***~***~~**~************~****~************~************************** 
. ~=..- ... --:-:-----. -;:.;.-::_-_..-~-.-.--;-:::-... -.--.-.. --.-.:::..··::...--...-~·.;;,;-·,-.-·;;,.-.--::::..-- ... -....: .·.-..r--··.;-r·,·...---.-. ,----·;J-v·--.-··-_...""··-.. -.---.-------.,---~ s "~-~PL f: ,~ -rr::rr~:=rn--r-t~T\t.-rr~--:-.f-. ti!)FfCff\lf:':<-,)~--.~~.---;<J~Yr-rrvF--,::-v--.-r::frr~-nrt.:--,:2-----,l ;;;---7;-----,;,-
~ NO * * FXTT niL * TN * T~ f*--------~-H* F * Z * 
~ * ( H n 1 J P l ~:~ f ! C ) -t,· ;: Y 1 T n { l_ ~: ~ r; r: .\ S F ~' \! 0 l a G P. F t\ <:, F. ;: ~' * 
k***************~************************************************************************ 
--------------· ~-.---------::~--------------..,~------------ ··-- --- ----;.": ------ ·-- ;:';: ~--· .. ·--------- ~ 
.,, 
. - ~~(- -------- ----- -----· ~,- .. ----- ------------ ')~ 
~ 1 * l 0 .SO * 1.10 
et . ~x 'tt: 
ff ? ::.~ ?"i.ln ,;~ 1.00 





* 34.00 ~ z.qn 
* )~ 







0. 16 ~ 0.16 * 0.14 * O.AA ~~ 
* * * * 
* n.0 * 0.7q * 0.?7 * 0.23 * 0.77 * 




















i,t O.A6 .... '•' 
,__ 
.,. )~( 
* l(< 0.43 
* 
0.'57 ){::' * _________ * _______ --·---··:·~--------- -- ··----li:: __________ --- - -- -----=-~::---- -··-------
--- --· )!~- --·--· ..J,. -- ------ - -
'<' 
- ----- -.!: . -,;( 
* 
15 * 4A. '? 0 ~:~ /{. 70 !!~ ().05 ... ~( 





O.A7 ,, 0' 
":!( 
0.'51 
* ~ ~ sa.7Q * ~.?0 * n.to * n.77 * o.~R * n.Al 
~ ~ ¥ * * 4 
* 7 * 75.20 * 7.na 






0.'10 ... '•' 
~: 
l. ll * ().7') 
~( 
':~ 0. 4C? ::~ .. 
* 
;!: 
~' 0.~7 * ~( ·-;;:· 
~: 0.?.'5 ~' 
~t: 
A * G4.?C * 9~~0 ,,. '·' ~.61 ·'-.,- l. 0? ~' 1.~7 .,o.: 0 .. R'5 * a. 15 * 

























o.n'S ~r---=--.:....:..:....::.... __ ~_ 
* 11 >:•110.~() Y,: 11.00 t,( 0.87 ,:, 1.17 * 1.115 * 0.07 ~( 0.03 t,: 
* * :~~ i.~ )~ * ~~ "'' * 
~{ 1 ? ':c 1 3 1 • ? c -1< 1 /~ • c:; () >:r n. ()! ~< l • 7 0 * ? • () 7 ·~ 1 • () 0 -:,': 0 • () * 
·*--------- ·--;~- ... - ----~t,~------ .. -··--- -';~,------------ :.:.::.· M---- ·-·· -- - ·--- --,~ --·· . "!>:-· ---- -· ··--- ---------~c--·------- -· -----~···---··- t,c 
* l? *14~.Ao * 1~.no * 0.93 * 1 .?1 * ?.1~ * 1.00 * o.o * 
~( ~( ,.,. * !~( ..:c * * * 
* 14 ~,~~.hr ~ 17.sr ~ 1 .n1 * 1.7~ * ?.sn * 1.00 * n.o * 
-*-*-*** 5!! ?~**-~::-*·;:;;~-;~-*-,:~~~-~~-~: ~~-f"~~-·~:~ ~~-~:,·:-~(-;:t::~~f.-~t?,:-fl:i-~:-:·;~:-l!: ·:..-:·~~,·;:..:--~~ ~-:·~~ ;~£-;~ -~·~ ':~ )~= ;;~ ~: *--=~-~~~ :~: ~~-';:c--;~~'l~--~:· t,,·)!i -:!~ ~:-~:--..,_~-~-* i't!-J!"(~-~£ *--l!< )!("f.'*~*-:;-~=~-*-~ *-~-·;y·~r~£*·*·:.~-
-F = %PA..~ I:N GREASE / FINAL %PAN IN GREASE 




































0 H (~ 









.L . .!-1. l!.i XXXIV 
SORPTION BY SILICA GREASE 
~ · (6i %. AEROSIL I•lOX-170. THICKEHER--1 % PAN IN PERl'-IEATIHG OIL) , . 
****************************************************************¥********~*************** 
* <; !\ M P L F. * T I M E ..;: T 0 T .L'. L V n L * <;: l\ f) fH T T V F * '~ f, C) n T T T V F )~ \/ • F. X 1 T • 0 I L ~' # :>." #: * 
~~!J * :::'--yxT 1 orr-~r---n,r·--*--i1'1--tr·~:-;_-.;;;;-:.:::;.;.-.:..:.;.-_:...:.:..-.:.-#*----~--.,r.---z. -··'* 
* * (HnUR1* (( CJ * EXIT OTL * G~EAS( *VOL.GREASF * * * 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * -·  . ------1--- ~~ ... 6 .• 0 o· ~~---··- --2 .TO ---. · ·-----· ... rr. 0 -- . ~:' --- -. 0. 2° .... - -------- 0 .-z ':1 ---- :r:c-·----- o-~- 2 5 ---..,:~ -----·--cr~ 7 5- >:r 
* * * * * * . * * * 
* 2 * 11.05 * 4.00 * 0.11 * 0.57 * 0.56 * 0.41 * 0.~7 * 
* * ~' * >:c :!,c O:c ~~ ~< 
"'*" 3 ~<Tfl. 3u * 6-;?5~--o~-z---:; o-:.i1--);: o-."1r7--):: o·;-A 1 t.~ o-.-39-~ 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 19.50 * 7.75 * 0.41 * 0.~5 * 1.08 * 0.71 * 0.20 * 
* * * * * * *· * * '·--··-- s----- - ~4-~""'3 o-:::~- .. -- 9 .<!'5"" ____ ------- 0.-61 .. };'C . - --o. <)Ci -- --,:c.. l. ~ R -- .. -~,---:-. --- 0. g-,-------- " ----- o-~ 17- .. ~r 
* * * * * * * * * * 6 * 36.50 * 1~.45 * 0.86 * 1.11 * 7.15 * o.98 * o.nz * 
* * * *" ~:' ~: "" * * 
•J; ··--'n's~·,..---;;r. c.··-·;:r '• "-·-o·r:---·----r--,{;--.J.----,--,-l--'-0 . o-·:·;·n---); 
"r ~"' :; ':. • C.. \.! ~· _i. i. ) • \ I •) )f: \) • t ""1.. l e .i. '• "\~ f' . • :.; t ~( l • u ).'C • '.) \) ' 
* * * * * * * * * 
. * R * 41.RO * lR.?'5 * 1.n0 •:~ J..lo * 7.53 ~~ 1.00 * 0.0 ~' 
**********************************~*************************~*************************~** 
F = %PAN D\ CREASl~ / FIN.t-~ %PAN IN GRE.t~E 





TP .. BLB XX.XVI 
., SORPTION BY GREASE 
(6· % ALUHINUH OXIDE THICKENER--1 % Pill~ IN PERHEATING OIL) 
******************************~**************~******************************************* 
*SI\MPLE ,~c TPI\f ~~TOTAL V!ll * :'!, tJHHTIVF:>er.Y, !d!iJITJVF *V.EXIT.nit * # * # * 
~-""No *--------;,c-rxTT---r:n::-~: N-----·-*------rrr- ----n,:,:_~_....:...;..;;.·...:.·_;;_-..:.. __ -ff*·---r---~ z --:.:, 
* * { H CHJ P H! ( C ( l * F X I T n T L ;<t G R j:: t\ S r >:: V OJ • G R E :\ S F >:' ~; * 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * 9 ··- ------~---*---4 -.-2·o- *-------r~·r,-o·-- -:.:c---·-o .-o t5 .. ------ .,~ - ··--o .-11------~;, -----·o .;?. r----- ..;,-----o .-16 _____ >:: ------o; Fr4 --- .:~ 
* * * * * * * * * * 2 * R.OO * 3.?5 * 0.37' * 0.3? * 0.4? * 0.31 * 0.69 * 
* * * * * * * * * '* 3 ;r-rtt;?O-,;: 5 • 55 ~:. o • 4:;-;;. o-• ......,;;-r;-)~ o. 73  o • 4q ,,. . ~?1--"'l.l: 
* * * * * * * * * * 4 * 1A.40 * 7.10 * 0.51 * 0.60 * 0.93 * 0.5q * 0.41 * 
* * * * * * * * * :  ----s---.:"-'2'+ -.-.., o....,::--- C?;O s---~ · ----o ;5 s---- -~:~- ----o. 11- -----,:~ ·------- 1. 18 · ---- ,." ------ o-. -A--q------ ~~---·--o .-31- -- -
* * * * * * * * * 
* 6 * 28.20 * 10.75 * 0.~4 * 0.7R t,: 1.41 ':1.• "' 0.77 * 
* ,;c * * >';: 1 ;c >,'t * 
-* :::c-"3'2-:--rry-* 1 2 • p, ~::}:- o-:-ro--* o ~ -;u..,-
'' '"' 
----~, 
• 6 r j{( u·;rr4 
* * ·* -~C: ~: ~( ' ' >:c :>;: 
* R * 42.20 * 16.30 * 0.83 * o.o4 ,,, 2. 1) -,:..: ..,. c.01 :.,'1: 
lO: * * lo'< ::!r : " 
* 
,. 
* -~-q-----·* ·45~-'~5--.:=-----·17;nc--- *·------o·.~n---- -* ----o.qA-- ,<: ------2.10----,~------o.-(/s------,;~-------o.o5--- * 
* * * * * * * * * * 10 * Sl.50 * 1q.60 * o.ol * o.oq * ?.5A * O.g7 * 0.03 * 
* * 1;. * :;, 0~ :>,'c ~' * 
"* 11---,'"?'ff~?o-;.c ? ?. • 2 o--.:: 0 • '·J C) ~~--~~n"l---::{ z-~-rn;--- -,<r-~-<? 9 ~,---o-~-()1 * 
* * ~: * ~: * '{,: * '!c 
* 12 * 66.~0 * ?~.00 * 1.co * 1.0~ * 1.'7 * t.nn * n.o * 
***************************************~****~*******«************************************ 
l! ... = %PAN IN GREASE / FINi..L %Piw.~ IN GRE.t.SE 




.. TABLE XXXVII 
EXTRACTION AFTER SOP.PTION 
(6 % ALtH,!_J;HUH OXIDE THICKEJ.~ER--1.02 % PJU'i D'""i GREASE) 
***************************************************************************************~* 
* <; ,\ M P l F •:c T I "1 f: :!t T 'l T t, L V n L ,.,., '1 -'\ 0 ll I T T V E '' ·~ flf) n r T r V 'F * V • E X T T • 0 I L ~' H. ~c # >:< 
-*~n * *-~nrr:-t., ~-i:.:--- ---TN--·-· ---,_r,:{-~·--:_--_·_·_;::..:....:....:..-n .:: ~'1:----y---- --,:: 
* * ( H n U t: ) ~~ ( C. C l * F X T T 0 I L ::): G ;~ t>\ S f ~, V n L • G Q F !", S [ ~' :<, * 
**************************************************************************************~** 
* i: * * -::: ~' * * * ·---r-----,~---- o ~ o ----.:c---- -o-.-o----- *-- -----r~-o ?--- * ---- 1.·o2 ------- ;~-----o~ o --- --,:c------T.-oo----~,:,--1-;-oo-- --.:, 
* * * * * * * * * * 2 * lO.SO * 4.00 * D.SB * 0.~~ * 0.50 * 0.64 * 0.6~ * 
* * * * . * * * * * * 3 r-19. 0 '5 "-' 7. RO * 0. S4-;;:--u.'""4u ;-: o. 9B * 0-:-3'-1 Y.c o. 41 ~ 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 4 * 22.SO * 10.20. * 0.37 * 0.~7 * 1.~8 * 0.27 * 0.2G * 
* * * * * * * * ¥  ----s- ·-'12 ;·4o- ~c----·14. 1tO ---- .. ~ -----o ..- 2 s·--·- · ~!: --- -~- o. 1 2- ··--  ----- ·1. -q 1-- ·- >:< ---o--. ·1 ?---*----o-.·1 '5 --- · * 
* * * * * * * * * * 6 * ~Q.lG * 16.00 * 0.?1 * 0.06 * ?.13 * 0.06 * 0.09 * 
* * * * * * ~ : * '* 7 ~£-c..-:-rcr~c ~--* () . r ~* o:-o ,~- ? • 4"1 
* 
() ~-{)?. )~· 
* * >:{ ~:: )~ 'l;t ) ~ )'r. ,. 
* B * 4A.50 * 21.10 * o.o6 * -n.nn * ?.A~ ' * -0.00 '';c 
* * ~: * * ~( ), t * * ---- cr·- * 50 -.-10- * --- 215. 0 o-·-·- * -------- n-. 04 -· --- *.- - -0. 03- ... :::: -----3. 1'+ --- -~( --.;.. o.-o3·---·.,;t·-----o-. ·or--·· * 
* * * * * * * * * * 10 * 67.?0 * ?A.~o * a.oo * -o.o~ * ~.sA * -0.01 * o.on * 
* * '(~ * ~c * * * * r--tT~-rr~""5(';-* ~ u.7tD~----0;·c---,~...;.-n-;--;-;r+----,;c- .-n.7-........,~-----c-. t' 3 ~r---n. o ~ 
*****************************~*~**~********~******************************~************** 
:: = %P.U{ IH G:RZASE / Ol~IGINP~ %P.f..N IN GREASE 





~ORPTION BY HALF 'rHICKNESS SILICA GREASE 
-·( 6 % CAB~O-SIL H-5 THICKENER--!_ % P.AN IN PERHEATING OIL) 
~ ~***************************************************************************************~ 
*SAMPLF * TTMF * TnTAL V01. * ~ ADDTTIVE*% ADOJTTVF ~V.EXJT.GIL * # * U * 1c----,.:m--*----*--rXTI-ilT[_* ___ 11\!- --x: ____ ! ~--;nt".:..-_-;.:;:.::.::;;.;:.;..:..:..-_ -:::..-Jr,;,, f.: Z ----- ·~:: 
* * nmUf(};'c {C f) 'x FXIT OIL~:{ GRt/\~F r.~voL .. (;RFASE * * * 
***************************************************************************************** 
* * * * * * * * * ·- -~--·--n-.-o---*-----o-~-o----~:-----o-.-o------*·--- --- u·.;·o ---- ---o ;;v-·--·---- ~c------o-.-o----.,,------r~-on-- ·· "" 
. * * * * * * * * * 
* 2 * 7.?~ * 1.?0 * 0.0 * 0.2o * 0.31 * 0.?0 * O.RO * 
* * * * * * * * * ~ 3 ~ 5. 50 '~ I. 5 IJ * 0.!) 5 I.e J. ~()--;; 0. 6 5 * 0. 4 'S '~ U. ~' r ~~ 
* * * * * * * * * 
* 4 * 7.QO * 4.00 * 0.1? * 0.02 * 1.03 * 0.65 * 0.3~ * 
* * * * * * * * * ··---s----- ··-T6-.-z'5-·::t___ 5 .-6o-----.,{---o-.-29··--- ~'::-------r. TR- - >:c- ----1. 45·-----··*-------o·. RT---- -------o-·.-17--- ~, 
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-:(( 7 ~"3 • 3 0 ~ H • 4 0 ~~ o-;ry ___ * l • '\ o =:: 2 • 1 7 "{c CJ • 9 R ):< 0 • 0 ? * 
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* * * * ~( * * * *  --- ·o·- - ":\8 ~A 0  ------13 .7 0- --- )~------- rr~- g 8---- ::~ -- - 1. 4 2 - - ~,------ 3·. 54· --  ··--- ---1 ; 0 0- ----~·c·· ---- o·.n- -- ~' 
* ):c * >!< ;': ~: ::: :): * 
* 10 * 4?.00 * l4.no ~ 1.nn * 1.~? * ~.R~ * 1.no * o.n * 
***************************************************************************************** 
·- F ::: %Pi\J.{ IN GREASE I ~'I~~.tiL %?AN II~ GREASE 
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* 1 * n~.60 * lO.RO * 0.0 * 0.6'5 * 0.72. * 0.54 ~ 0.46 * 
' * ~( i,: * ):~ * * * * 
* ? *l\7.~0 * l~.AO * 0.0~ * n.ql * 0. 0 1 * O.AR ~ 0.32 * 
. ..,.. ~- .. ,~ p ..... 
* ~ *l'0.3r * 15.40 * 0.?3 * 0.92 * 1.01 * 0.77 * 0.23 * 
. * * * * * 
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TABLE XXXXI 
.. EXTHACTIOH AFTER SORPTION BY DOUBLE THICK.t~ESS SILICA Gf'CEASE 
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****~~~~~**~*~**'~~~**~~~***~**~********************************************************** ~~-\r,n:ru--,~---TI'? ,n:-,~--,-n ,-.·.··r -\rm: -i!~-rmTTTV F x~~-'i')nT T TVE--~, './~-~: x-·T r·~-n n_·-* # .. _'* _______ ff ______ * 
* NO ~' * 1=\ r-:- f1T L .,.,( I !'I ~~ fi-,1 if;t----------#* F * y * 
* * ( II n II R ) ~~~ ( C C ' t.( ::: X T T n T L '~ (; P F .'1 5 F :::~ V n L • G R F t\ S E .,~ * :-.:c 
**********~****************************************************************************** *- ---------*- --- ------- -:;:- ----- -- - ·- ------,~----- --------- ~c-· ------------- --------~~------------ ---- -- -------~--- -- ---- _____ # _______________ - ------ -* 
~ 1 * A0.C0 ~ 7.20 * O.Q7 * 0.7o * 0.4A * O.Al * 0.58 * 
* :!:: :%i: * ~ * ~~ * *· 
* , * q~.~0 * o.40 * n.a1 * n.A7 * n.~~ * n.4g * n.47 ~ 
-:(i ::;:-- .. , •• ·,~ :-::... ... "l.. "tt 
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5 *16~.50 * 16.70 * 0.50 * 0.16 * 1.12 * 0.1·8 * 0~17 * 
*· >:: * ~' * "~ * ~( * * 
* ~· *lql,00 * 1n.on * n.l~ * 0.14 * 1.?1 * O.lA * 0.1~ * 
-~ ,c -~-' -:~ -# )li: --:(( * 
* 7 *192.SO * 19.~0 * 0.?5 * 0.31 * 1.20 * 0.13 * 0.12 * 
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* * * * * 0.10 * R *?04.nn * ?0.7n * n.?? * O.?R * 1.3A 
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